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Abstract

Protein-DNA interactions regulate key biological processes such as gene expression, ge-

netic recombination, DNA synthesis and repair. DNA binding proteins that are enzymes

often depend on metal ions (typically Mg2+) for catalysis. Metal ions neutralize the ac-

tive site electrostatic repulsion generated by a constellation of negatively charged active site

residues. They therefore enhance site-specific protein-DNA binding by making the interac-

tion more energetically favorable. Although, specific protein-DNA-metal complexes have

been studied extensively by various biophysical and biochemical methods, little is known

about the dynamics of these complexes. Many crystal structures of protein-DNA-metal

complexes are available but they are very similar to the metal-free structures and show little

or no change due to metal-ion binding. Therefore, to understand the altered energetics of

protein-DNA recognition complexes due to metal-ion binding, it is essential to study them

in solution. In our study, we have used EcoRV-DNA complex, with Lu3+ as the metal ion,

to detect metal-induced structural and/or dynamic changes in solution using paramagnetic

relaxation enhancement (PRE). Lu3+ inhibits Mg2+ dependent DNA hydrolysis in EcoRV,

stimulates EcoRV-DNA affinity, binds in the same site and with the same stoichiometry as

Mg2+ and is therefore an excellent substitute for Mg2+. In addition, to verify that Lu3+

binding is confined to the active sites, we have solved crystal structures of the EcoRV-DNA-

Lu3+ complex with uncleaved and cleaved DNA. Also, for a comprehensive residue-specific

analysis, we have acquired both backbone NH and methyl side-chain (ILV) assignments for

EcoRV-DNA complex with and without Lu3+. In order to detect metal-induced changes in
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the EcoRV-DNA complex, backbone and methyl side-chain PRE rates were measured with

spin-labels at S2C, K197C and S234C of EcoRV. The measured PRE rates suggest that the

crystal structures of EcoRV-DNA complexes better represent the complex with metal-ion in

solution whereas the nometal complex in solution shows differences in structure and/or dy-

namics when compared to the crystal structure. The C-terminal region of EcoRV is observed

to be more flexible in solution in the nometal complex and its conformational flexibility is

reduced due to metal-ion binding.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Protein-DNA interactions play a crucial role in biology as they regulate key processes

such as gene expression, DNA repair, replication and recombination. Thus, understanding

the molecular mechanisms that govern these interactions is of great importance to engi-

neer novel therapeutic interventions. Many nucleic acid-binding proteins are enzymes that

depend on metal ions (typically Mg2+) for nucleic acid synthesis and/or hydrolysis. The

3’-exonuclease of DNA polymerase I, T7 DNA and RNA polymerases, Dicer, RNase P,

RNase H, endonucleases PvuII and EcoRV, and group I and group II ribozymes are a few

examples of such metalloenzymes. In addition to their role in catalysis, metal ions enhance

site-specific protein-DNA binding by several orders of magnitude. The active-sites of metal-

ion dependent DNA binding proteins are composed of Asp and/or Glu sidechains as well

as the DNA phosphate. Metal ions make DNA binding energetically more favorable by

neutralizing the electrostatic repulsion among these negatively charged active-site residues.

Site-specific protein-DNA interactions are characterized by a decrease in heat capacity

(△C◦
p) as reported for endonucleases EcoRI and BamHI (Jen-Jacobson et al., 2000). In

this study, metal-ions have been observed to further decrease the heat capacity (△C◦
p) in

the specific protein-DNA complexes. △C◦
p can be correlated to dynamic fluctuations (pi-

cosecond - nanosecond) and thus decrease in heat capacity upon metal-ion binding may
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suggest changes in conformational flexibility of these complexes. Although, such spe-

cific protein-DNA-metal complexes have been studied extensively by X-ray crystallography,

crystal structures of these complexes show little or no change due to metal-ion binding and

do not reveal any information about the dynamics of these complexes ± metal ions. Thus,

the long-term goal of our laboratory is to detect metal-induced changes in the structure and

dynamics of protein-DNA complexes and draw correlations with the observed thermody-

namic parameters (△C◦
p). Structural changes refer to changes in mean positions of atomic

coordinates whereas dynamics refer to the time-dependent fluctuations in structure.

Over the last couple decades, conformational selection theory or the existence of mul-

tiple conformational states in solution has become popular (Vega et al., 2016), underscor-

ing the importance of dynamic studies in biomolecular recognition. Therefore, for a com-

prehensive analysis of metal-induced structural and/or dynamic changes in protein-DNA

complexes, it is essential to study them in solution to avoid constraints from the crystal

lattice. In recent studies with PvuII endonuclease-DNA complex, conformational changes

were detected due to Ca2+ binding in solution. However, specific structural and/or dynamic

changes due to Ca2+ binding were not clearly identified (Dupureur, 2005). Recent advances

in solution NMR spectroscopy, ranging from availability of more powerful and sensitive

spectrometers to the development of various isotope labeling strategies, have permitted the

study of dynamics over a broad range of time-scales (Figure 1.1 on page 4). Spin relaxation

experiments such as T1, T2 and hNOE measure fast reorientational motions on picosecond

- nanosecond time scales. Relaxation dispersion experiments (R1ρ ,R2ρ ) measure slower

collective motions characterized by microsecond - millisecond time scales and are sensitive

to chemical exchange processes. H/D - exchange studies report on much slower motions or

conformational transitions (folding/unfolding) due to ligand binding. Paramagnetic relax-

ation enhancement (PRE) and residual dipolar coupling (RDC) experiments can be used to

probe both structural and/or dynamic changes. PRE allows the detection of larger domain
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motions characterized by microsecond - millisecond time scales. Some of these larger do-

main motions may not observable by other techniques such as chemical shift perturbations

(CSPs) that are sensitive to changes in environment or relaxation dispersion experiments

which require substantial chemical shift differences. RDC experiments can be used to ex-

tract information on picosecond - millisecond dynamics. Therefore, we have used solution

NMR spectroscopy for a comprehensive analysis of metal-induced changes in a site-specific

protein-DNA complex. In this chapter, first an introduction of EcoRV as our model system

is given. Then, the metal ions used in the study are discussed followed by a background

of the NMR technique used to study structural and/or dynamic changes. In the next three

chapters, results of this study are presented and discussed.
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Figure 1.1: Dynamics by NMR spectroscopy. The central arrow represents the time-scale of protein
motions. Types of motions are indicated above the arrow and the corresponding NMR experiments are
shown at the bottom.
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1.1 EcoRV-DNA complex as model system

In order to study the metal-induced dynamic changes in a specific protein-DNA com-

plex, we chose EcoRV endonuclease as our model system. EcoRV is a homodimer of 29

kDa subunits and specifically binds the DNA sequence GATATC. EcoRV is stable even at

high temperatures (40°C), unusual for a mesophile, making it suitable for NMR studies.

There is a large body of thermodynamic and kinetic information available for EcoRV-DNA

complexes (Engler et al., 1997; Hancock et al., 2011; Hiller et al., 2003; Martin et al., 1999).

There are over 30 crystal structures of EcoRV in the PDB, including the apo-enzyme (Per-

ona and Martin, 1997; Winkler et al., 1993), DNA complexes with cognate (Kostrewa and

Winkler, 1995; Winkler et al., 1993) and non-specific sites (Winkler et al., 1993) as well

as numerous forms with bound metal ions (Perona and Martin, 1997; Thomas et al., 1999).

Thus, the specific recognition interactions between EcoRV and various DNA sequences are

very well characterized. In addition, the exceptionally high yields of purified EcoRV (~100

mg/L) make it feasible to obtain NMR samples with expensive precursors.

1.1.1 Catalytic mechanism of EcoRV

The active site of EcoRV has a cluster of negatively charged residues (Glu 45, Asp 74

and Asp 90) surrounding the scissile DNA phosphate. EcoRV, like other Type II restriction

endonucleases, catalyzes the blunt-end double-strand DNA hydrolysis by binding two Mg2+

ions in each of the two symmetrical active sites. These Type II nucleases follow an SN2-

type mechanism, in which first an attacking nucleophile (hydroxide ion) is activated by

deprotonation of a water molecule. The activated hydroxide ion attacks the phosphorous

of the scissile phosphate, forming a pentavalent transition state which is then followed by

protonation of the 3’ hydroxyl leaving group. For EcoRV, a catalytic mechanism with two

metal ions in three different sites has been proposed (Figure 1.2 on page 7). Metal ion in site

I is involved in generating an activated nucleophilic hydroxyl by deprotonation of a water
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molecule. The second metal ion initially occupies site III, where it stabilizes the transition

state formed from nucleophilic attack by the hydroxide ion. Later, the site III metal ion shifts

to site II where it is implicated in maintaining the active site geometry and protonation of

the 3’-oxyanion (Horton and Perona, 2004; Pingoud et al., 2005).
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Figure 1.2: Catalytic mechanism of EcoRV. Two metal ions occupy three positions during the reaction.
Site I Mg2+ activates the nucleophilic water, site III Mg2+ stabilizes the transition state while site II Mg2+

has a structural role. Figure adapted from Pingoud et al., 2005
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1.1.2 DNA-induced conformational changes in EcoRV

A characteristic structural feature of EcoRV-DNA complex is the sharp DNA bend (~50°)

when bound to cognate sequence (GATATC). In addition, there are local structural rear-

rangements of EcoRV domains that occur due to DNA binding. The structures of unliganded

and cognate DNA bound EcoRV are shown in Figure 1.3 on page 9 and the structural do-

mains of EcoRV that undergo transitions are highlighted. DNA-induced movements are

observed in the DNA binding domain (DBD), the C-terminal domain and the dimerization

interface (DIM) of each monomer. The two DNA binding domains (DBD) rotate by 25°

with respect to each other. In addition, the R-loops (183-187) and Q-loops (67-70) that bind

in the major and minor grooves of DNA become more ordered upon DNA binding. Most

notably, the C-terminal region of EcoRV undergoes a disorder-to-order transition upon DNA

binding (Horton and Perona, 2000). The C-terminal domain is highly disordered in one of

the subunits of the unliganded EcoRV but becomes well-defined with DNA bound (Figure

1.3 on page 9). Tyr 219, Arg 221, Ser 223, Gln 224 and Arg 226 residues of the C-terminal

region make contacts with the DNA and stabilize the nearby residues (217-245), promoting

their folding. Studies with truncated EcoRV mutant lacking the C-terminal domain show

that the C-terminal domain plays a key role in DNA association, bending and cleavage

(Hiller and Perona, 2006). Computational studies of DNA-free and DNA-bound EcoRV

suggest that the dynamics of the C-terminal region is reduced due to DNA binding (Zahran

et al., 2010).
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Figure 1.3: DNA-induced conformational changes in EcoRV. Crystal structures of (a) DNA-free (PDB
ID 1AZ3) and (b) cognate DNA-bound (PDB ID 1B95) EcoRV. The domains that undergo conforma-
tional transitions are labeled.
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1.1.3 Comparison of EcoRV-DNA complex crystal structures ± metal

ion

Unlike the conformational transitions observed in response to DNA binding in the DNA-

free and DNA-bound structures, metal-ion binding does not show any major changes in

EcoRV-DNA complex crystal structures. Superimpositions of the structures with and with-

out metals (Ca2+, Mg2+ and Lu3+) are shown in Figure 1.4 on page 11. RMSDCα values for

superimpositions of structures with Ca2+ (PDB ID 1B94), Mg2+ (PDB ID 1RVB) and Lu3+

(PDB ID 5F8A) with the nometal complex (PDB ID 1B95) are 0.241, 0.347 and 0.477 re-

spectively. Barring minor changes in loop positions and residues that interact with the metal

ions, the crystal structures with and without metal are identical. The C-terminal region that

undergoes disorder-to-order transition in response to DNA binding, appears unaffected due

to metal-ion binding in the crystal structures ± metal ions. This may be because many

C-terminal residues (Q224, L225, N227, S234, N238, Y241, K245) participate in crystal

lattice contacts, which may prevent the observation of any metal-induced changes in their

positions in the crystal structures.
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Figure 1.4: Superimpositions of EcoRV-DNA complex structures with and without metal ion.
EcoRV-DNA complex crystal structure without metal (gray; PDB ID 1B95) is superimposed with the
structure with Ca2+ (magenta; PDB 1B94), Mg2+ (yellow; PDB ID 1RVB) and Lu3+ (cyan; PDB ID
5F8A). RMSD of superimpositions were calculated using Cα atoms and are indicated.
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1.2 Metal ions

We cannot use Mg2+ to study the ternary EcoRV-DNA-metal complex as it would lead to

DNA cleavage. Previously Ca2+ was reported to not support catalysis in EcoRV and PvuII

and was used as a substitute for Mg2+ to study DNA binding (Bowen and Dupureur, 2003;

Vipond et al., 1995). However, in our NMR experiments with Ca2+ we observed DNA

hydrolysis over time (>24 hours). We are unsure if this is due to Ca2+ ions supporting slow

catalysis with EcoRV or is it because of trace amounts of divalent metal ion contaminants

(Mg2+, Mn2+ etc) in our calcium salts. Lanthanide ions have been reported to not support

catalysis in Dicer ribonuclease (Macrae et al., 2006), Klenow fragment of DNA polymerase

I, T4 DNA polymerase (Brautigam et al., 1999; Frey et al., 1996) and PvuII endonuclease

(Bowen and Dupureur, 2003). Crystal structure of Dicer shows two Er3+ ions bound similar

to two Mg2+ in the active site. On the other hand, crystal structure of Klenow fragment of

DNA polymerase I shows the larger Eu3+ ion occupying only one of two Mg2+ sites.

Lanthanides exhibit an important phenomenon called lanthanide contraction in which

their ionic radius decreases, from left to right in the periodic table, as their atomic number

increases. Lu3+ has an ionic radius (86 pm) similar to Mg2+ (72 pm), whereas ionic radius

of La3+ (103 pm) is similar to Ca2+ (100 pm) (Shannon and IUCr, 1976). In addition, most

lanthanides are paramagnetic (except Lu3+ and La3+), enabling their use in paramagnetic re-

laxation enhancement (PRE) and pseudocontact shift studies by NMR (Otting, 2010), or for

electron paramagnetic resonance studies (Hubbell et al., 2013; Kaminker et al., 2012). Fur-

thermore, lanthanides such as Eu3+ and Tb3+ have been extensively used as luminescence

probes to study metal ion binding in proteins (Bowen and Dupureur, 2003; Brautigam et al.,

1999; Frey et al., 1996). All these properties make lanthanides very attractive candidates to

be tested as potential substitutes for Mg2+ in the EcoRV-DNA complex.
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1.3 Paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE)

Paramagnetic relaxation enhancement or PRE is an NMR technique that provides long-

range distance information (up to 35 Å) useful for solving macromolecular structures or

to study their dynamic processes. Our initial chemical shift perturbation (CSP) and amide

exchange studies show widespread structural and dynamic changes in EcoRV-DNA complex

due to Lu3+ binding (Sinha et al., manuscript in preparation). Since PRE can be used to

extract both structural and dynamics information, it was used to supplement CSP and amide

exchange data and survey additional metal-induced changes in EcoRV-DNA complex. Large

domain motions that may not have been detected by CSPs, should be observable by PRE. In

addition, the transverse PRE rate (Γ2), which is typically measured, is relatively insensitive

to fast internal dynamics, making it ideal to study changes in the structure and/or dynamics

without the confounding effect of small internal motions.

The theoretical framework for PRE was worked out a long time ago (Solomon, 1955)

but its use was restricted to systems with intrinsic paramagnetic groups or metalloproteins

(Bertini et al., 2001). Recent advances in site-directed spin labeling (SDSL) have permitted

the use of PRE beyond these systems, by facilitating the conjugation of macromolecules

with an extrinsic paramagnetic group at a specific site of choice (Kosen, 1989). In ad-

dition, the computational framework necessary for refinement and back-calculating PREs

from structures has been developed making it feasible to analyze the structural aspects of

dynamic processes in macromolecules (Clore and Iwahara, 2009). In PRE, the unpaired

electron of the paramagnetic center influences the relaxation of nearby nuclear spins within

a certain radius (up to 35 Å, depending on the paramagnetic probe) through dipolar inter-

actions and causes them to relax faster. PRE is highly sensitive to distance changes as it

has a steep distance dependence (r−6), making it a versatile tool for studying macromolec-

ular structure and dynamics. The paramagnetic centers in PRE can be classified into two

groups - isotropic and anisotropic. Probes with isotropic g-tensors such as nitroxide spin
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labels or EDTA-Mn2+ are commonly used because they lack pseudo-contact shifts (PCS)

and other unfavorable relaxation properties observed in the anisotropic probes, making

their PRE analysis relatively simple. Such isotropic paramagnetic probes have been widely

used in structural characterization of various soluble proteins, membrane proteins, protein-

oligosaccharide complexes, protein-protein complexes and protein-nucleic acid complexes

(Clore and Iwahara, 2009; Iwahara et al., 2007, and references therein). In addition, PRE has

been used to study large-scale dynamic changes in non-specific protein-DNA interactions

(Iwahara et al., 2004a, 2006), inter domain motions (Baker et al., 2006; Tang et al., 2007)

and transient protein-protein associations (Hansen et al., 2003; Tang et al., 2008a,b). More-

over, PRE has also been used to detect transient intermediates or lowly populated states in

macromolecular binding events that are invisible to other biophysical techniques (Iwahara

and Clore, 2006; Tang et al., 2006).



Chapter 2

Lanthanide ions as substitutes for

Magnesium

EcoRV, like other restriction endonucleases, depends on Mg2+ for its catalytic activity. How-

ever, we cannot use Mg2+ to study the ternary EcoRV-DNA-metal complex as it would lead

to DNA cleavage. Thus, there was a need to identify metal ions that do not support Mg2+ de-

pendent DNA cleavage in EcoRV. Lanthanide (Ln3+) ions were tested as potential inhibitors

of Mg2+-dependent cleavage in EcoRV-DNA complex. In this chapter, it is shown that

Ln3+ are excellent substitutes for Mg2+ for studying metal-ion induced changes in EcoRV-

DNA complex. The cleavage-inhibition assays and DNA binding studies done previously

(Jen-Jacobson lab) show that Ln3+ ions inhibit Mg2+ dependent DNA hydrolysis in EcoRV

and enhance the DNA binding affinity of EcoRV. In addition, overlays of NMR spectra of

cleaved complexes with Lu3+ and Mg2+ and NMR titration experiments, done previously in

our lab (Dr. Kaustubh Sinha), suggest that Lu3+ binds in the same site and with the same

stoichiometry (2 per monomer) as Mg2+ . Further, to verify that Lu3+ binds in the active site

and not any other location in the complex, we solved crystal structures of EcoRV-DNA-Lu3+

complex with cleaved and uncleaved DNA. The two crystal structures show that Lu3+ binds

only in the active site and occupies a site similar to Mg2+.
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2.1 Ln3+ inhibit Mg2+ dependent DNA hydrolysis in EcoRV

Preliminary characterization of inhibition of EcoRV activity by lanthanides was done by

Yi Wang in our lab. Using oligonucleotide-cleavage assays, it was shown that none of the

lanthanide ions support catalytic activity of EcoRV (unpublished). Furthermore, cleavage-

inhibition assays suggest that Ln3+ ions competitively inhibit Mg2+-dependent DNA cleav-

age in EcoRV and bind at the active sites (unpublished, Jen-Jacobson lab). The smaller

Ln3+(Lu3+ and Gd3+) are better inhibitors than the larger La3+ (Figure 2.1 on page 17).

Their calculated Ki values range from 3.7 µM for Lu3+ to 15.7 µM for La3+ (Table 2.1 on

page 18). Mg2+ has an apparent KD ~ 3.2 mM whereas Ca2+ has an apparent KD ~ 4.2

mM. Thus, lanthanides bind EcoRV-DNA complex with much higher affinity than Mg2+

and inhibit DNA hydrolysis.
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Figure 2.1: Competitive inhibition of DNA cleavage in EcoRV by lanthanides (unpublished, Jen-
Jacobson lab). (a) The ratio of first-order cleavage rate constant with Ln3+ (kcleave, Ln3+) to that without
metal (kcleave,0) is plotted as a function of Ln3+ concentration. (b) Lu3+ competitively inhibits Mg2+-
catalyzed DNA cleavage. The intersecting lines in the Dixon plot indicate competitive inhibition with Ki
= 3.7 µM and Vmax = 1.2 s–1.
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Table 2.1: Binding and cleavage inhibition constants of lanthanides in EcoRV-DNA complex (un-
published, Jen-Jacobson lab).

a
Effective ionic radii (6-coordinate). Mg2+ ionic radius is 0.72 Å; Ca2+ is 1.0 Å.

b
Values derived from cleavage-inhibition assays in Figure 2.1 on page 17.

c
KD is the apparent dissociation constant for Ln3+ from the EcoRV-DNA-Ln3+ complex; the nth root of KD is equivalent

to K0.5, the [Ln3+] that produces half occupation of the [Ln3+] binding sites. Values of KD and n were obtained by

fits to the binding data in Figure 2.2 on page 19 to the Hill equation. If Ln3+ binding is completely cooperative,

n indicates the number of Ln3+ binding sites.
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Figure 2.2: Stimulation of EcoRV-DNA affinity by lanthanides (unpublished, Jen-Jacobson lab).
Ln3+ strongly enhance EcoRV binding to cognate DNA. The sigmoidal curves (ratio of KA in the presence
of Ln3+ to KA in the absence of Ln3+) suggest Ln3+ binding to the EcoRV–DNA complex is cooperative.
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2.2 DNA affinity and binding stoichiometry

Lanthanide ions bind in the active site, neutralizing the electrostatic repulsion among the

negatively charged active-site residues and the scissile phosphate, thus stimulating the DNA

binding affinity of EcoRV. This makes it feasible to measure the apparent dissociation con-

stant as well as the binding stoichiometry for each metal ion by measuring the increase in

DNA affinity. Binding studies (unpublished, Jen-Jacobson lab) show that saturating concen-

trations of Lu3+, Er3+ or Gd3+ increase the KA of EcoRV for its cognate DNA by ~15,000

fold (∆∆G° = –5.7 kcal/mol), whereas saturating La3+ has a weaker effect (~6000 fold; –5.1

kcal/mol) as seen in Figure 2.2 on page 19. The sigmoidal dependence of DNA binding on

Ln3+ concentration indicates cooperativity for all Ln3+. The apparent KD values and Hill

coefficients (n) for each ion were determined by fitting the binding data (Figure 2.2 on page

19) to the Hill equation. They are in good agreement with the Ki values calculated from

cleavage-inhibition assays (Table 2.1 on page 18). The Hill coefficients (n) suggest binding

of 4 ions/dimer for Lu3+ and Gd3+ whereas 2 ions/dimer for the larger La3+. This was ver-

ified by NMR titration studies done previously in the lab, where EcoRV-DNA complexes

were titrated with Lu3+ or La3+ ions and the effect of metal ion concentration on the NMR

spectra was observed (unpublished, Dr. Kaustubh Sinha). 1 La3+ per monomer is necessary

to complete the metal-induced chemical shift changes whereas 2 Lu3+ ions are required per

monomer for saturation (Figure 2.3 on page 22). Because metal ion binding is in the slow

exchange regime, distinct crosspeaks are observed at fixed chemical shifts, independent of

metal ion concentration. In most cases, for both methyl resonances and amide resonances,

only the crosspeaks from the species with no metal and with fully occupied sites were ob-

served. However, for a few amide resonances, additional spectral peaks were observed

representing intermediate states that arise when fewer than 4 Lu3+ ions are bound per dimer

(Figure 2.3 on page 22), suggesting that these residues experience distinct environments

in the partially-saturated complexes. Interestingly, S191 shows three intermediate peaks,
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which is consistent with the binding of 4 Lu3+ ions per dimer. These NMR observations

thus fully support Lu3+ and La3+ stoichiometries of 4 and 2 ions per dimer respectively as

inferred from the Hill coefficients (Table 2.1 on page 18).
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Figure 2.3: Stoichiometries of lanthanide ion binding (unpublished, Dr. Kaustubh Sinha). Residues
near metal-ion binding site were inspected (a) and (b) Resonance peaks from I133-δ -CH3 as the con-
centration of La3+ or Lu3+ is increased in the sample. The ratio Ln3+:EcoRV monomer is indicated in
each panel. No additional changes are observed after 1 La3+ or 2 Lu3+ bind per monomer. (c)-(f) Similar
titrations for the 1H-15N amide resonances of H131 and Y128. (g) S191 amide peaks at 1:1 Lu3+:EcoRV
monomer. In addition to resonances of the metal-free and the (Lu3+)4-EcoRV-DNA complexes, interme-
diate species (I) with 1, 2 or 3 ions bound are observed. 13C chemical shifts were referenced to TMS.
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2.3 Ln3+ bind in the active sites

Competitive cleavage-inhibition assays suggest that Lu3+ ions occupy the same binding

sites as Mg2+ (Figure 2.1 on page 17). This was also verified previously in the lab using

NMR spectroscopy (unpublished, Dr. Kaustubh Sinha). Since it is not possible to get

NMR spectra of the uncleaved complex with Mg2+, complexes of EcoRV with cleaved DNA

were generated. The cleaved complexes were either saturated with Lu3+, or a mixture of 2

Lu3+/dimer to fill half the binding sites and 21 mM Mg2+ (apparent KD of Mg2+ ~ 3 mM)

were added. The 2D-NMR spectra of the cleaved Lu3+ complex and that of the cleaved

Mg2+/Lu3+ complex are overlaid (Figure 2.4 on page 25). Overlay shows that the two

spectra are almost perfectly superimposable, which suggests that Lu3+ binds the active site

of EcoRV-DNA complex with the same stoichiometry as Mg2+ (2 per monomer).

Paramagnetic centers with anisotropic susceptibility tensors (χ) give rise to changes in

chemical shifts in NMR spectra called pseudocontact shifts (PCS). Nitroxides, Cu2+, Mn2+

and Gd3+ have isotropic χ tensors whereas Co2+ and all paramagnetic lanthanides (except

Gd3+) have anisotropic χ tensors. Paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE) and pseu-

docontact shift (PCS) studies with paramagnetic lanthanides (Sm3+, Yb3+ and Eu3+) were

carried out to further verify active-site binding of Ln3+ ions. Figure 2.5 on page 26 shows

the overlay of methyl spectra of the Ile region of EcoRV-DNA complex with Lu3+ (diamag-

netic) and Sm3+ (paramagnetic). Sm3+ is the weakest paramagnetic ion among all lanthanide

ions and shows PRE and PCS effects up to a smaller distance (10 Å). Consequently, only

residues within 10 Å of Sm3+ are affected, allowing us to determine its binding site. PCS

effects are observable at greater distances than PRE because of their less steep distance de-

pendence (r−3) compared to PRE (r−6), where r is the distance of the nuclear spin from the

paramagnetic center. In Figure 2.5 on page 26, I91 which is ~5 Å from the active site, disap-

pears in the spectra with Sm3+ due to PRE. On the other hand, I52, I133 and I134 residues

that are ~9 Å from the active site, move due to PCS effects. Other Ile residues show little or
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no effect, confirming that Sm3+ binds in the active site.
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Figure 2.4: Lu3+and Mg2+ ions occupy the same sites (unpublished, Dr. Kaustubh Sinha). 1H-13C
HMQC spectrum of the Ile-δ -CH3 region of the cleaved complex in the presence of 1:1 Lu3+:Mg2+,
overlaid on the spectrum of the Lu3+ saturated complex. Cross-peaks in the two spectra overlap well
indicating that replacing Mg2+ with Lu3+ does not cause changes in local environments or the overall
structure. 13C chemical shifts were referenced to TMS.
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Figure 2.5: Ln3+ ions bind in the active site. Overlay of 1H-13C HMQC spectra of the Ile-δ -CH3
region of EcoRV-DNA complex with diamagnetic Lu3+ (black) and paramagnetic Sm3+(magenta). I91
disappears due to PRE whereas I52, I133 and I134 show pseudo contact shifts (PCS). 13C chemical shifts
were referenced to TMS.
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2.4 EcoRV-DNA-Lu3+ complex crystal structures

In order to ascertain that Lu3+ binds exclusively in the active sites, we solved crystal struc-

tures of the EcoRV-DNA-Lu3+ complexes with substrate (uncleaved) and product (cleaved)

DNA to 1.8 Å and 2.0 Å resolution respectively. Dr. Andy Kehr, during his graduate studies

in our lab, helped with the refinement of the structure of the product complex. The data

collection and refinement statistics are summarized in Table 2.2 on page 28. In both the

structures, we did not observe any Lu3+ binding outside the active sites. Anomalous differ-

ence maps (contoured at 10 σ - uncleaved and 5 σ - cleaved) confirm Lu3+ binding in the

active sites (Figure 2.6 on page 29 and Figure 2.7 on page 30). The crystal structure of the

complex with substrate DNA has 1 Lu3+ ion bound in each of the two active sites (Figure

2.6 on page 29). The structure of EcoRV-DNA-Lu3+complex with product DNA has 1 Lu3+

ion bound in the chain A active site whereas the chain B active site has 3 Lu3+ ions with

different occupancies (Figure 2.7 on page 30). It is not possible for all three Lu3+ sites to

be occupied at the same time, indicating that there is variation in the number of bound Lu3+

at this site throughout the lattice. Coordinates of the two structures have been deposited in

the Protein Data Bank (PDB ID 5F8A - substrate complex and PDB ID 5HLK - product

complex). In the structure with substrate DNA, the central TA step of the recognition site

GATATC bends into the major groove by approximately 50°, a characteristic feature of the

specific contact between EcoRV and its cognate sequence (Table 2.3 on page 31).
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Table 2.2: Data collection and refinement statistics for EcoRV-DNA-Lu3+ complexes.
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Figure 2.6: Crystal structure of the EcoRV-DNA-Lu3+ complex with substrate DNA (PDB ID
5F8A). (a) Overall structure of the complex where protein dimer is bound to the cognate DNA in the
presence of Lu3+. (b) and (c) Chain A and chain B active sites respectively with the electron density map
(2Fo-Fc) contoured at 2 σ (grey). Anomalous difference map is contoured at 10 σ (purple) and shows
one Lu3+ bound in site II in each active site.
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Figure 2.7: Crystal structure of the EcoRV-DNA-Lu3+ complex with product DNA (PDB ID 5HLK).
(a) Overall structure of the cleaved complex in the presence of Lu3+. (b) and (c) Chain A and chain B
active sites respectively with the electron density map (2Fo-Fc) contoured at 1 σ (grey). Anomalous
difference map is contoured at 5 σ (purple) and shows the positions of Lu3+ ions. Chain B active site has
2 Lu3+ bound in site II (~2 Å apart) with 50 % occupancy each and 1 Lu3+ in site III with 20% occupancy.
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Table 2.3: DNA conformation analysis in EcoRV-DNA complex crystal structures.

a
Bases used to define the best-fit curvilinear axis are underlined.

b
Vertical line at central TA step indicates DNA cleavage.

c
DNA structural parameters were calculated using Curves+ (Lavery et al., 2009).
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2.4.1 Local environment of Lu3+ in the crystal structures

A survey of lanthanide-ions containing PDB structures, reports that octahedral geometry

and bidentate ligation to carboxylate side-chains are the characteristic features of lanthanide

coordination (Pidcock and Moore, 2001). The local environment of Lu3+ in our EcoRV

structures is typical of what has been observed for other lanthanide ions. Each Lu3+ ion, in

the two active sites of the EcoRV-substrate DNA complex (Figure 2.8 on page 33), occupies

the Glu45/Asp74 site or site II (Horton and Perona, 2004). Both are coordinated by the two

carboxylate oxygens each of Glu45 and Asp74 and by four oxygens from water molecules in

an octahedral geometry. Similarly, the single Lu3+ ion in chain A active site of the EcoRV-

product complex (Figure 2.8 on page 33) occupies site II and binds in a bidentate way to

the carboxylate oxygens of Glu45, Asp74 and to the three oxygens from water molecules

and one of the oxygens of the 5’ DNA phosphate. On the other hand, the chain B active

site of the product complex has three Lu3+ bound with different occupancies. One of them

occupies site II (Glu45/Asp74) and the second Lu3+ binds in Asp74/Asp90 site or site III

(Horton and Perona, 2004). These site II and site III Lu3+ were modeled with occupancies

of 50% and 20% respectively. The site II Lu3+ coordination sphere is completed by two

oxygens each from Glu45, Asp74 and 5’ phosphate group and by two oxygens from water

molecules. Whereas, the site III Lu3+ is coordinated by Asp74, Asp90, 5’ DNA phosphate

and three water molecules. The third Lu3+ binds in a unique site, ~2 Å from site II, not seen

in any other EcoRV-DNA-metal complex structures and was modeled with 50% occupancy.

It is coordinated by two carboxylate oxygens of Glu45, one carboxylate oxygen of Asp74,

one oxygen of 5’ phosphate group and three oxygens from water molecules.
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Figure 2.8: Local environment of Lu3+ in uncleaved and cleaved EcoRV-DNA-Lu3+complex crystal
structures. (a) and (b) Chain A and chain B active sites of the uncleaved complex (PDB ID 5F8A)
respectively, showing Lu3+ coordination to Glu45, Asp74 and 4 water molecules. (c) Chain A active site
of the cleaved complex (PDB ID 5HLK) where Lu3+ is coordinated to Glu45, Asp74, 3 water molecules
and the 5’ phosphate group. (d), (e) and (f) Chain B active site of the cleaved complex with 3 Lu3+

ions bound with different occupancies. (d) Site II Lu3+ (modeled with 50% occupancy) is coordinated
to Glu45, Asp74, 2 water molecules and 5’ phosphate group. (e) Site III Lu3+ (modeled with 20%
occupancy) is coordinated to Asp74, Asp90, 2 water molecules and 5’ phosphate group. (f) The third
Lu3+ is ~2 Å away from site II and is coordinated to Glu45, Asp74, 3 water molecules and 5’ phosphate
group.
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2.4.2 Comparison with EcoRV-DNA-Mg2+ structures

The crystal structure of EcoRV complexed with substrate DNA and Mg2+(PDB ID 1RVB)

has 2 Mg2+ ions bound in one of the two active sites. One of these Mg2+ ions occupies

Asp74/Asp90 site or site III (Horton and Perona, 2004) and is coordinated octahedrally by

the scissile phosphodiester group, Asp74, Asp90 and three water molecules. In this struc-

ture, Mg2+ was soaked into the crystals but it did not lead to DNA cleavage (Kostrewa and

Winkler, 1995). On the other hand, the crystal structure of EcoRV-product DNA complex in

the presence of Mg2+(PDB ID 1RVC) shows two metal ions bound identically in each of the

two active sites. One of the Mg2+ ion in each active site occupies Glu45/Asp74 site or site

II (Horton and Perona, 2004) and is coordinated by Glu45, Asp74, 5’ phosphate group and

two water molecules. Superimposition of our uncleaved EcoRV-DNA-Lu3+ structure (PDB

ID 5F8A) with the structure of substrate complex with Mg2+ (PDB ID 1RVB) shows Lu3+

binds in a site intermediate between the two Mg2+ ions (Figure 2.9 on page 36). However,

when the substrate complex structure with Lu3+ (PDB ID 5F8A) is superimposed with the

product complex structure with Mg2+ (PDB ID 1RVC), it is observed that Lu3+ is coincident

with the site II Mg2+ of 1RVC (Figure 2.9 on page 36). In both superimpositions, the side-

chains of Asp74 and Asp90 have very similar conformations but Glu45 shows ~2 Å shift in

position. Similarly, the product complex structure with Lu3+(PDB ID 5HLK) when super-

imposed with the structure of substrate complex with Mg2+ (PDB ID 1RVB) shows one of

the Lu3+ (20% occupancy) bound in a site coincident with the site III Mg2+ of 1RVB (Figure

2.10 on page 37). In addition, an overlay of the product complex structures with Lu3+ (PDB

ID 5HLK) or Mg2+ (PDB ID 1RVC) shows a second Lu3+ ion occupying a site identical

to the site II Mg2+ (Figure 2.10 on page 37). Also, in these superimpositions, Asp74 and

Asp90 sidechains have identical conformation but Glu45 shows a shift in position.

Although, DNA binding and NMR titration data suggest that two Lu3+ bind per monomer,

our crystal structure with the substrate complex shows only one Lu3+ bound per monomer.
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In the EcoRV structure with Mg2+ (PDB ID 1RVB) that has two Mg2+ ions per active site,

only one Mg2+ ion shows proper coordination geometry. The assignment of the second

Mg2+ in this structure is questionable since Mg2+ has structure factors similar to a water

molecule. An advantage of our Lu3+ structure over the Mg2+ structure is that it allows us

to calculate anomalous difference maps so that we are certain of their presence and posi-

tion. Possibly our crystal structure has only 1 Lu3+ bound per active site because the crystal

packing interactions do not allow the formation of optimal binding site for the second Lu3+

ion whereas in solution 2 Lu3+ bind per active site. Interestingly, our structure of the EcoRV

product DNA complex (PDB ID 5HLK) has three Lu3+ ions in one of the active site with

different occupancy. Presence of 3 Lu3+ ions, in addition to relatively poor electron density

(for a 2.1 Å structure) of the active-site residues and DNA phosphate, suggest that we may

have trapped a structure undergoing transition from uncleaved to cleaved DNA complex.
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Figure 2.9: Superimposition of the uncleaved or substrate EcoRV-DNA-Lu3+ complex crystal struc-
ture (PDB ID 5F8A) with the structures of (a) substrate DNA (PDB ID - 1RVB) and (b) product DNA
(PDB ID 1RVC) with Mg2+. Since the two active sites are identical, only one is shown for simplic-
ity. Lu3+ structure is colored magenta (sidechains) and orange (DNA). Mg2+ structure is colored gray
(sidechains & DNA).
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Figure 2.10: Superimposition of the cleaved or product EcoRV-DNA-Lu3+ complex crystal struc-
ture (PDB ID - 5HLK) with the structures of (a) substrate DNA (PDB ID - 1RVB) and (b) product DNA
(PDB ID - 1RVC) with Mg2+. Only the Chain B active site of Lu3+ structure is shown and it is colored
yellow (sidechains) and orange (DNA). Mg2+ structure is colored gray (sidechains & DNA).
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2.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, it is established that lanthanides (Ln3+) are versatile probes to study metal-

induced changes in protein-DNA complexes. They do not support Mg2+ dependent catalysis

in EcoRV, PvuII, Dicer, Klenow fragment and T4 DNA polymerase. Specifically Lu3+ is an

excellent substitute for Mg2+ to study metal-induced structural and/or dynamic changes in

EcoRV-DNA complex. Lu3+ competitively inhibits Mg2+ dependent DNA hydrolysis in

EcoRV and stimulates EcoRV-DNA binding (cleavage-inhibition and DNA-binding assays,

Jen-Jacobson lab). Lu3+ is similar in size to Mg2+ and binds with the same stoichiom-

etry of 2 metal-ions per active-site as Mg2+ (NMR titration experiments, Dr. Kaustubh

Sinha). Crystal structures of EcoRV-DNA-Lu3+ complex with uncleaved (PDB ID 5F8A)

and cleaved DNA (PDB ID 5HLK) show that Lu3+ exclusively binds in the active site and

occupies a position similar to Mg2+. In the next chapter, NMR assignments of EcoRV-DNA

complex with and without Lu3+ are presented.



Chapter 3

Backbone amide and methyl side-chain

assignments of EcoRV

Pre-requisite for any in depth study by NMR spectroscopy is the assignment of the res-

onance peaks in the spectrum to the specific protein atoms. Especially in our studies,

where we are interested in mapping metal-induced structural and/or dynamic changes in

the EcoRV-DNA complex, the assignment of NMR resonance peaks with a good overall

coverage is of central importance. For a comprehensive analysis of the effect of metal ions

on the dynamics of EcoRV-DNA complex, we chose to focus on both mainchain amides

and methyl side-chains. Backbone amides were previously assigned in the lab by Dr. Kaus-

tubh Sinha, where he employed traditional correlation experiments to assign NH resonances

with and without Lu3+ independently. To assign the side chain methyl resonances, we used

a combination of approaches - correlation NMR experiments, site-directed mutagenesis,

paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE) and 4D methyl-methyl nuclear overhauser en-

hancement (NOE) spectroscopy.
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3.1 Backbone NH assignments

Mainchain NH resonances were assigned previously in the lab using the traditional triple

resonance experiments (unpublished, Dr. Kaustubh Sinha). The assignment process in-

volves correlating inter-residue resonances sequentially and is analogous to putting pieces

of a jigsaw puzzle together as illustrated in Figure 3.1 on page 41. 170/245 NH resonances

are observable in the 15N-1H spectrum and 120/170 (~70%) of these have been assigned

for EcoRV-DNA complex with and without Lu3+ (Figure 3.2 on page 42 and Figure 3.3 on

page 43). A number of amide resonances are missing in the spectrum because (a) they are

part of the solvent exposed regions, not observable at pH 7.4 due to chemical exchange with

the solvent, (b) they belong to protein regions that directly contact the DNA and are line

broadened from dipolar interaction with the protonated DNA, (c) they were not protonated

after growth in D2O and (d) they are dynamic and are undergoing exchange broadening due

to conformation exchange. As a result, a small number of the observable resonance peaks

remain unassigned due to missing connectivities to the residues whose amide resonances

are not observed. Inspite of the incompleteness, the assigned NH resonances give a good

coverage of the protein which is essential for studying dynamics (Figure 3.4 on page 44).
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of triple resonance experiments used for backbone NH assignments. The
arrows indicate “out and back” magnetization transfer from the amide proton. Combination of all these
experiments was used to correlate resonances between i and i-1 residues.
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Figure 3.2: 1H-15N HSQC-TROSY spectrum of deuterated EcoRV-DNA complex without metal mea-
sured at 35°C and 600MHz.
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Figure 3.3: 1H-15N HSQC-TROSY spectrum of deuterated EcoRV-DNA-Lu3+ complex measured at
35°C and 600MHz.
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Figure 3.4: Coverage map of assigned backbone NH in EcoRV-DNA complex. Assigned mainchain
residues are colored green. DNA is shown in magenta and the phosphates are yellow. Boxes indicate
residues unobservable due to solvent exposure (left) or dipolar broadening from DNA (right).
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3.2 Methyl assignments

Methyl side-chains are buried in the protein core and also have favorable NMR spectral

properties, making them excellent reporters of changes in dynamics (Igumenova et al., 2006;

Ruschak and Kay, 2010). We focused on Ile, Val and Leu methyls as their labeling strategy

in large, highly deuterated systems has been worked out well in previous studies (Gardner

and Kay, 1997; Goto et al., 1999; Tugarinov et al., 2004; Tugarinov and Kay, 2005). Ini-

tially, the assignment was done using the conventional correlation spectroscopy experiments

(Tugarinov and Kay, 2003). However, due to a number of missing backbone NH assign-

ments (Figure 3.2 on page 42 and Figure 3.3 on page 43) the above strategy was insufficient

in assigning all ILV methyls. Consequently, we had to employ a laborious approach of site-

directed mutagenesis where each of the methyl ILV residues were mutated to a different

residue. Conservative mutations (Ile→Val, Leu→Val and Val→Ala) were chosen to min-

imize the effect of mutation on the overall protein structure. PRE and 4D methyl-methyl

NOE were used to assign additional ILV methyl resonances and to verify those assigned by

correlation spectroscopy and site-directed mutagenesis. Using this multipronged approach,

we obtained assignments for 90% of ILV methyls (24/26 Ile-δ -CH3, 12/14 Leu and 9/10

Val residues). Moreover, we were able to stereospecifically assign the pro-R-CH3 and pro-

S-CH3 groups of Leu and Val residues by selectively labeling only the proS methyls with

13CH3 (Gans et al., 2010). The assignments of ILV methyls are shown in Figure 3.5 on page

46 and Figure 3.6 on page 47 and are also listed in the Appendix. The coverage map of

assigned ILV methyls is shown in Figure 3.7 on page 48.
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Figure 3.5: Assignment of Ile-δ1-CH3.1H-13C HMQC spectra of Ile-δ1-CH3 of the deuterated EcoRV-
DNA complex with and without Lu3+ measured at 35°C and 600MHz. Assigned resonance peaks are
labeled and 24/26 Ile residues were assigned. 13C chemical shifts were referenced to TMS.
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Figure 3.6: Assignment of Val-γ2and Leu-δ2 methyls.1H-13C HMQC spectra of Val-γ2 and Leu-δ2
methyls in the deuterated EcoRV-DNA complex with and without Lu3+ measured at 35°C and 600MHz.
Assigned resonance peaks are labeled and 12/14 Leu and 9/10 Val residues were assigned. 13C chemical
shifts were referenced to TMS.
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Figure 3.7: Coverage map of assigned ILV-CH3 in EcoRV-DNA complex. Assigned Ile-δ1 methyls
are shown as blue spheres. Assigned Val-γ2and Leu-δ2 methyls are shown as green and red spheres
respectively. Thr methyls are unassigned and shown as cyan spheres.
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3.2.1 Correlation spectroscopy

Methyl side-chains are conventionally assigned by correlating the methyl resonances to the

assigned backbone amide groups. In addition to the triple resonance experiments used for

NH assignments, additional experiments (Materials and Methods) were performed to obtain

correlations between the methyl resonances and the Cα , Cβ and Cγ resonances. However,

incomplete mainchain NH assignments (Figure 3.2 on page 42 and Figure 3.3 on page 43)

limited the use of correlation spectroscopy in assigning all ILV resonances and only a small

number (11/50 ILV residues) were assigned using this method - I24, I91, I134, I159, I192,

I205, I233, I240, V166, L7 and L77.

3.2.2 Site-directed mutagenesis

In order to supplement the correlation experiments and assign additional methyl resonances,

we made single-site mutations for the following residues: (Ile→Val) - 8, 23, 30, 43, 51, 52,

55, 62, 87, 89, 103, 129, 133, 153, 176, 189, (Val→Ala) - 63, 122, 141, 137, 168, 175, 200

and (Leu→Val) - 148, 156, 170, 180, 213, 225. To assign them, the 1H-13C methyl spectra

of the mutant proteins which showed a single missing resonance (Ile mutants) or a pair of

missing resonances (Val or Leu mutants) was compared to the 1H-13C methyl spectra of the

WT EcoRV-DNA complex with and without Lu3+. Mutations resulted in minor changes in

the remaining ILV resonances but that did not confound the assignment process. However,

4 of the Leu→Val mutant proteins (L11, L33, L40 and L46) precipitated during purification

and 5 other mutant proteins (I114, I121, V20, V39 and L107) gave poor quality spectra.

A few examples of assignment by site-directed mutagenesis for respective ILV mutants are

shown in Figure 3.8 on page 50.
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Figure 3.8: Assignment of ILV methyls using site-directed mutagenesis. Overlays of 1H-13C methyl
spectra of wild type EcoRV-DNA complex with and without Lu3+ with that of ILV mutant complexes -
(a) I55V, (b) L213V and (c) V168A. Green circles indicate the peaks missing in the mutant spectrum.
13C chemical shifts were referenced to TMS.
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3.2.3 Paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE)

The availability of crystal structures of EcoRV-DNA complex with and without metal ions,

facilitated the use of PRE and 4D NOE (Venditti et al., 2011) to assign additional ILV

methyl resonances as well as corroborate the resonances that were assigned by correlation

spectroscopy and site-directed mutagenesis. In PRE, a paramagnetic center (nitroxide spin-

label in our case), carrying an unpaired electron is introduced into the complex by chemical

conjugation. The unpaired electron influences the relaxation of the nearby nuclear spins (as

measured by NMR spectroscopy) and causes them to relax faster. This PRE effect has a

steep distance dependence (r−6) and causes the resonance peaks of residues that are close to

the paramagnetic center (within 15 Å) to disappear in the NMR spectrum. Thus, based on

the distances obtained from the crystal structure, the possible assignment of the disappeared

peaks was narrowed down to a small set of ILV residues that are within 15 Å of the nitroxide

labeling site. An example of the use of PRE to assign/verify ILV methyl side-chains is

shown in Figure 4.9 on page 78, where the nitroxide was labeled at S234. PRE experiments

were also used to study dynamics and are discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.
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Figure 3.9: PRE to verify ILV methyl assignments. Overlays of paramagnetic and diamagnetic 1H-
13C methyl spectra of EcoRV-DNA complex with and without Lu3+ with nitroxide labeled at residue 234.
Methyl resonances of Ile residues that are within 15 Å of the nitroxide disappear in the paramagnetic
sample. Assignment of these missing peaks were narrowed down to a small set of possible residues using
the distances from the crystal structure. 13C chemical shifts were referenced to TMS.
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3.2.4 4D methyl-methyl NOE

In the 4D methyl-methyl NOE experiments, the methyl side-chain residues are correlated

through three-dimensional space. The 4D NOE spectrum of a particular methyl gives a

strong self-peak but relatively weak cross-peaks for any methyl that is within 5-7 Å. The

intensity of a methyl-methyl cross-peak depends on the distance between the methyls. Thus,

with a known crystal structure, a particular methyl can be correlated to its corresponding

neighbors. In addition, 4D NOE can also be used to identify methyl pairs of Leu and Val.

When both proR and proS methyls of LV residues are simultaneously isotopically labeled,

the NOE spectrum of each methyl group will show a strong intra-residue peak. For the 4D

methyl-methyl NOE experiments of EcoRV-DNA complex, two different ILV 13C-methyl

labeled samples were produced (Figure 3.10 on page 54). In the first sample, 4- [13C]-α-

ketobutyric acid and dimethyl-[13C2]-α-ketoisovaleric acid were used as the precursors to

label the ILV residues (Tugarinov and Kay, 2003). In this sample, both the proR and proS

methyl groups of Leu & Val were 13CH3 -labeled to identify the methyl pairs, resulting in

a strong intra-residue NOE peak in the 4D NOE spectrum. A second sample was made

with 4- [13C]-α-ketobutyric acid and 3-methyl-[13C]-3,4,4,4 [2H4]-α-ketoisovaleric acid as

precursors and resulted in Leu and Val side-chains labeled with -13CH3 and -12CD3 methyl

groups. Intra-residue peaks were missing in the 4D NOE spectrum of this sample. This

labeling strategy allows the detection of inter-residue NOEs over longer distances because

with fewer vicinal protons the signal decay becomes more gradual. An example of the 4D

NOE spectrum of L77pS is shown in Figure 3.11 on page 55, where the NOE of L77pS was

used to identify its methyl pair (L77pR) and to assign/verify L3 and V63 residues.
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Figure 3.10: Biosynthetic precursors used to make 4D methyl-methyl NOE samples. Sample 1 -
both methyl groups of Leu and Val were 13CH3-labeled. Sample 2 - only one methyl group (50% proR
& 50% proS) was 13CH3-labeled.
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Figure 3.11: Example of assignment by 4D methyl-methyl NOE. A slice of 4D NOE spectrum of
L77pS. (a) Sample 1 - both methyl pairs were labeled, showing a strong intra-residue peak. (b) Sample
2 - only one methyl was labeled and so intra-residue peak is not observed. Peaks labeled in blue show
inter-residue NOEs with L77pS. (c) L77 and its NOE partners (L3 and V63) in the EcoRV-DNA complex
structure are shown as yellow and cyan sticks respectively. 13C chemical shifts were referenced to TMS.
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3.2.5 Stereospecific assignments of Leu and Val

ProS methyl groups of Leu and Val were selectively 13C labeled by adding 2-[13CH3]-

methyl-4-[2H3]-acetolactate during expression as described (Gans et al., 2010). In the 1H-

13C HMQC spectrum of this sample, only the proS methyl resonances were observed (Fig-

ure 3.12 on page 57). A difference spectrum of the proS and proR 13C-methyl labeled

sample and the proS only 13C-methyl labeled sample helped identify the proR resonances.
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Figure 3.12: Stereospecific methyl assignment of Leu and Val residues. (a) 1H-13C HMQC spectrum
of LV region where both proS and proR groups are 13C-labeled. (b) 1H-13C HMQC spectrum of LV
region where only proS group was 13C-labeled using the labeling strategy of Gans et al., 2010. (c)
Difference spectrum [(a)-(b)] to identify proR methyl groups. 13C chemical shifts were referenced to
TMS.
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3.3 Conclusion

120/170 backbone NH resonances and 45/50 ILV methyl side-chains have been assigned

in the EcoRV-DNA complex with and without Lu3+. Though not complete, together these

assignments provide a good coverage of the complex for residue-specific analysis of metal-

induced changes. In the next chapter, paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE) to study

structural and/or dynamic changes in EcoRV-DNA complex ± Lu3+ is introduced and data

from the PRE experiments are presented.



Chapter 4

Paramagnetic relaxation enhancement

(PRE)

Paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE) is a powerful tool to study collective domain

motions of macromolecules or macromolecule complexes as it provides long-range distance

information (up to 35 Å). In this chapter, first an overview of the use of PRE for studying

metal-induced structural and dynamic changes in EcoRV-DNA complex is given. Second,

our strategy for spin-labeling, identifying ideal background EcoRV mutant and the selection

of spin-labeling sites are discussed. Third, the methods used for measuring PRE rates and

back-calculating PREs from the crystal structures are explained. Lastly, the analysis of PRE

data acquired for spin-label at S2C, K197C and S234C sites is presented.

4.1 Detecting domain motions by PRE

A schematic representation of how changes in the mean distance to the spin-label can be

detected by PRE is shown in Figure 4.1 on page 61. A paramagnetic center is introduced in

to the macromolecule of interest (protein in our case) by site-directed spin labeling (SDSL).
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In the absence of ligand (metal ion in our case), if the nucleus (N) of the residue of interest

lies outside the PRE range of the paramagnetic center, there will be no change in its intensity

and the measured PRE rate will be essentially zero. However, when a ligand (Lu3+) is added

and say it causes a collective motion of the domain, that our residue of interest is a part

of, such that now it is within the PRE range of the paramagnetic center, its intensity will

decrease (△I ∝
1
r6 ) and a PRE rate can be measured. The measured PRE rate can be used

to approximate the new position that the domain has moved to because of ligand binding.

Collective domain motions are expected to show correlated changes in measured PRE rates

of its residues due to ligand binding. On the other hand, local motions where a small number

of residues that move in perhaps uncorrelated ways may also be detected. A change in PRE

can be due to two, potentially interrelated factors: i) the mean distance from the NMR

spin can change, i.e. a true structural change ii) A change in dynamics may increase (or

decrease) close approaches of the NMR spin to the nitroxide. It is possible to have changes

in the closest approach (e.g change in dynamics) without necessarily changing the mean

position. However, it is not possible to separate these two possibilities based on PRE data

alone and additional experiments are required.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of how PRE will be used to detect changes in mean distance to the spin-label
upon Lu3+ binding in EcoRV-DNA complex. N is the nucleus of interest (NH or CH3) and the nitroxide
spin-label is the paramagnetic center.
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4.2 Spin-labeling

In our PRE experiments, nitroxide radicals were the obvious choice as paramagnetic probes

because metal-ion based probes would interfere with our studies of EcoRV-DNA-metal

complex by binding to the intrinsic metal ion binding sites on the protein. The most widely

used method to incorporate spin labels in a protein is by conjugation to a solvent-exposed

cysteine residue, which can be engineered using site-directed mutagenesis (Hubbell et al.,

2000; Todd et al., 1989). There are several types of nitroxide spin labels commercially avail-

able that can be conjugated to cysteine. Most commonly used are thiol-specific nitroxide

spin labels such as MTSL and MTS (Figure 4.2 on page 63). However, one draw-back of

these thiol-based spin labels is that they are not very stable over long periods of time due to

disulfide-exchange reactions (Iwahara et al., 2007). Though, other nitroxide labels such as

iodo or bromoacetamide derivatives are relatively more stable (Gillespie and Shortle, 1997;

Ogawa and McConnell, 1967), they have low specificity and can react slowly with me-

thionine, histidine and lysine residues. Maleimide derivatives have also been reported to be

unstable (Kosen, 1989). On the other hand, conjugation by disulfide chemistry is easy to per-

form and provides high site-specificity (Battiste and Wagner, 2000; Dvoretsky et al., 2002;

Gaponenko et al., 2008). Thus, we used the thiol-based spin-labels, MTSL [1-oxyl-2,2,5,5-

tetramethyl-d3-pyrroline-3-methyl)-methanethiosulfonate] for our paramagnetic samples and

MTS [1-acetoxy-2,2,5,5,-tetramethyl-d3-pyrroline-3-methyl)-methanethiosulfonate] for the

diamagnetic samples. To circumvent the stability problem, all data was acquired within a

week of sample preparation. MTS is structurally similar to MTSL (Figure 4.2 on page 63)

and therefore is a better diamagnetic reference sample than the unlabeled protein. Although,

some studies have also used ascorbic acid to reduce the nitroxide radical and generate the

diamagnetic sample, our preliminary studies with spin-labeled EcoRV-DNA complex led to

sample precipitation when ascorbic acid was added. The detailed protocol used for spin-

labeling is given in Materials and Methods.
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Figure 4.2: Structure and conjugation of MTSL and MTS spin-labels.
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4.3 Cysteine-free EcoRV and nitroxide labeling sites

Before selecting sites for spin-labeling and mutating them to cysteine residues, it is impor-

tant to remove any endogenous cysteines from the protein to prevent undesired labeling at

these sites. EcoRV has a single cysteine (C21) which had to be mutated to a conserved

residue. Three EcoRV mutants C21A, C21S and C21T were independently generated using

site-directed mutagenesis. NMR spectra of each mutant protein-DNA complex was com-

pared with the WT EcoRV-DNA complex to analyze any structural changes due to mutation

(Figure 4.3 on page 66). C21T shows local (I30 and I159) and long-range (I51) effects but

I30 and I51 movement is smallest in C21T relative to C21A and C21S. Large movement

of I159 makes sense because it is next to C21 in the protein structure. Moreover, there is a

small void between C21 and adjacent K161 that is perhaps best filled by the larger Thr than

Ser or Ala. Thus, of all the three mutants, C21T EcoRV showed the least perturbation com-

pared to WT and was chosen as the background mutant for PRE studies. C21T EcoRV binds

the DNA with similar affinity as the WT enzyme (Jen-Jacobson lab) and is catalytically ac-

tive (data not shown). The next step was to identify the sites to be mutated to cysteines

for spin-labeling. The criteria for site-selection was that the site has to be solvent-exposed

and should report within the same monomer. Solvent exposure is important to ensure that

the labeling is straightforward and complete as even minor diamagnetic impurities (<5%)

have been reported to significantly affect the PRE measurements (Iwahara et al., 2007). In

addition, a solvent-exposed nitroxide group is less likely to perturb the protein structure.

Moreover, since EcoRV-DNA complex is a homodimer, two sites will be labeled per com-

plex. Therefore, to keep the data analysis simple, it was essential that each site reports

within the same monomer. Conforming to these criteria, six sites (S2, S81, K85, K197,

S208 and S234) were chosen to be mutated to cysteine individually in the C21T EcoRV-

DNA complex for spin-labeling. However, two of the six sites (S81 and K85) resulted in

insoluble protein, suggesting that these residues participate in interactions responsible for
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maintaining the EcoRV quarternary structure. Activity assays were performed on the spin

labeled proteins to ascertain that labeling does not affect the DNA binding affinity or cat-

alytic activity of EcoRV (data not shown). Also, NMR spectra of the diamagnetic samples

(EcoRV-DNA complex with MTS) are identical to that of the WT EcoRV-DNA complex,

further suggesting that spin-label does not alter the overall structure or DNA binding of

EcoRV (Figure 4.5 on page 68).
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Figure 4.3: Cysteine-free EcoRV to prevent undesired spin-labeling. Overlays of 1H-13C HMQC
spectra of the Ile-δ -CH3 region of WT EcoRV-DNA complex (blue) with the respective mutants
(C21A - red, C21S - green and C21T - cyan). Peaks that move due to mutation are labeled. 13C
chemical shifts were referenced to TSS.
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Figure 4.4: Sites mutated to cysteine for spin-labeling. Only one monomer is labeled for clarity.
The dimensions of EcoRV-DNA complex are indicated. PRE range of nitroxide spin-label is up to 25 Å.
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Figure 4.5: Spin-label does not affect the protein structure. Overlays of 1H-13C methyl spectra of
WT and diamagnetic (MTS-labeled) EcoRV-DNA complex with Lu3+. WT spectra is shown in black. (a)
S2C + MTS - magenta, (b) K197C + MTS - green and (c) S234C + MTS - cyan. In S2C + MTS, I55 and
I87 show a shift in position, which is a local effect since these residues are very close to the S2C site.
Apart from this, only I159 and I30 move in all spectra which is due to the background mutation C21T as
seen earlier. All other diamagnetic spectra peaks are coincident with the WT peaks. 13C chemical shifts
were referenced to TSS.
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4.4 PRE measurements on EcoRV-DNA complex

PREs are measured on protons (1H) because of their high sensitivity due to their large nu-

clear gyromagnetic ratio. 1H PREs are of two types, longitudinal and transverse PREs

represented by Γ1 and Γ2 respectively. However, longitudinal 1H-PRE (1H-Γ1) is not very

useful in providing distance restraints or detecting collective domain motions because it is

sensitive to internal motions and unfavorable cross relaxation mechanisms. On the other

hand, transverse 1H-PRE (1H-Γ2) is much less affected by these factors and hence is often

used (Iwahara et al., 2004b). 1H-Γ2 PRE rates were initially measured using a two-time-

point method (Iwahara et al., 2007). However, there was variance in the rates calculated by

this method when the experiments were repeated. Therefore, we shifted to a more reliable

multi-time-point strategy in which the 1H- transverse relaxation rates for the diamagnetic

and paramagnetic samples were obtained by fitting the peak intensities at multiple time

points to a two-parameter single exponential function. The PRE rate was calculated as the

difference in the transverse relaxation rates of the paramagnetic and the diamagnetic sam-

ples:

Γ2 = R2,para −R2,dia

1H-Γ2 PRE rates were measured on 15N-attached and 13C-attached methyl protons of EcoRV-

DNA complex with and without Lu3+ with nitroxide labeled at S2, K197, S208 and S234

(Appendix). All sites but S208C, gave good quality and well-dispersed spectra and there-

fore S208C was excluded from analysis. Data were collected at 35°C on a Bruker-BioSpin

Avance 700 MHz NMR spectrometer equipped with cryogenic probe using the interleaved

versions of the pulse programs reported by Clore and co-workers (Iwahara et al., 2004b,

2007, Appendix). A few examples of paramagnetic and diamagnetic 1H-transverse relax-

ation decay curves used to calculate PREs are shown in Figure 4.6 on page 71. The errors
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in PRE rates are the errors in fitting to the single exponential function. For comparisons

with the crystal structures, a global error was defined for all three sites. Maximum error was

determined for each spin-label data set and the global error was calculated as an average of

maximum errors of all three data sets. For NH and methyl side-chain 1H-Γ2 PRE rates, the

global errors were determined to be ± 14 s-1 and ± 3.7 s-1 respectively.
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Figure 4.6: 1H transverse relaxation decay curves. Panels on the left are for nometal complex and
the panels on right are for the complex with Lu3+. The site labeled with nitroxide and the type of PRE
rate (NH or methyl) is indicated at the top of each panel. Paramagnetic curve is colored red and the
diamagnetic curve is colored blue. An example each for Ile, Leu & Val methyls and mainchain amide
is shown. (a) I192, (b) L213pR, (c) V63pR and (d) S208. PRE was calculated as the difference in
paramagnetic and diamagnetic rates (Γ2=R2,para−R2,dia).
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4.4.1 Back-calculating PREs from crystal structures

Amide and methyl side-chain 1H-Γ2 PRE rates were back-calculated for each nitroxide

spin-label position from the crystal structures of EcoRV-DNA complex with and without

Lu3+ (PDB ID 5F8A and PDB ID 1B95 respectively). An ensemble approach, where

the paramagnetic tag is represented by a collection of multiple conformers (Iwahara et al.,

2004b) was employed and the PRE values were calculated as the sum of the PREs for the

individual conformers (Anthis and Clore, 2015). We used a 3 conformer model to rep-

resent the flexible nitroxide group, which was tested to be sufficient to account for the

conformational space sampled by the nitroxide. Simulated annealing protocol and PRE-

pseudo-potential of XPLOR-NIH were used to refine the nitroxide group against the mea-

sured PRE data (Iwahara et al., 2007). The refinement was done independently for the

nometal and with Lu3+ PRE data sets to account for any changes in nitroxide positions due

to metal-ion binding. The scripts used for refinement were obtained from Dr. Marius Clore

(http://spin.niddk.nih.gov/clore/Software/software.html) and the modified versions are given

in the Appendix. The rotational correlation time (τc) for EcoRV-DNA complex was iterated

from 25 to 35 ns to optimize the agreement between the experimental and back-calculated

PREs. In addition, a protein correlation time calculator (http://nickanthis.com/tools/tau) was

used to verify the τc for EcoRV-DNA complex (τc= 32 ns for a 68 kDa complex at 35°C).

To evaluate the agreement between experimental PREs and those back-calculated from the

crystal structures, a PRE Q-factor was used and is defined as (Iwahara et al., 2004b):

Q =

√√√√√√∑
i
{Γ

obs
2 (i)−Γ

calc
2 (i)}2

∑
i

Γ
obs

2 (i)2

where Γobs
2 (i) and Γcalc

2 (i) are the observed and calculated transverse PRE rates respec-

tively for residue i. Lower Q-factors entail better agreement between experimental and

back-calculated PRE data.
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4.4.2 Spin-label at S2C

For EcoRV-DNA complex with spin-label at S2C, the amide and methyl side-chain 1H-Γ2

PRE correlation plots with and without Lu3+ are shown in Figure 4.7 on page 75. The

correlation plots of experimental PREs with and without Lu3+ (panels a & d) show metal-

induced changes in the PRE rates of some regions of the EcoRV-DNA complex. When

compared to the crystal structures, the experimental and back-calculated PRE rates of the

nometal complex have poor agreement as indicated by the PRE Q-factor values (S2C: Q-

factoramide = 0.610; Q-factormethyl = 0.460), implying that there are differences – either due

to dynamics or true structural differences between the nometal complex in solution and the

crystal structure (panels b & e). On the other hand, Q-factor values for the complex with

Lu3+ are lower (S2C: Q-factoramide = 0.434; Q-factormethyl = 0.265) , indicating that the

crystal structures better represent the complex with metal-ion in solution for the regions

probed by S2C (panels c & f). Majority of the residues for which the back-calculated and

experimental PREs of the nometal complex show poor agreement (E211, R217, L225, R226,

R242, G243, S208, I240 and V200), belong to the C-terminal subdomains (200-245) of

EcoRV, suggesting that this region has a different mean position or it is more flexible in

the absence of metal ion. Some regions of the C-terminal subdomains (Y219, R221, S223,

Q224 and R226) make intricate contacts with the DNA phosphates and crystallographic

studies suggest that the C-terminal region undergoes a disorder-to-order transition upon

DNA binding (Perona and Martin, 1997). MD simulation studies on free and DNA bound

EcoRV suggest that the two C-terminal domains of EcoRV are very dynamic in unbound

state and come close together when bound to cognate DNA (Zahran et al., 2010). Moreover,

H/D exchange studies, previously done in our lab (unpublished, Dr. Kaustubh Sinha), show

that the amide exchange rates of Q224, R237 and G243 are reduced upon Lu3+ binding,

further supporting the decrease in flexibility of the C-terminal subdomains due to metal-ion

binding. Thus, our PRE data from S2C site can be interpreted to mean that the C-terminal
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region is dynamic in solution and enjoys some degree of conformational flexibility even

after binding to DNA, but becomes more compact upon metal-ion binding. To further verify

this, and distinguish between a structural change or change in dynamics of the C-terminal

region, residual dipolar coupling (RDC) experiments will be employed (discussed in the

next chapter).
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Figure 4.7: PRE correlation plots for spin-label at S2C. (a) & (d) Effect of Lu3+ binding on the
observed 1H-Γ2 PRE rates for amide and methyl side-chain protons respectively. (b) & (e) Correla-
tion between observed and back-calculated 1H-Γ2 PRE rates for amide and methy-sidechain protons
respectively of EcoRV-DNA complex (PDB ID 1B95). (c) & (f) Correlation between observed and back-
calculated 1H-Γ2 PRE rates for amide and methy-sidechain protons respectively of EcoRV-DNA-Lu3+

complex (PDB ID 5F8A). Blue dotted line indicates the global error in PRE rate measurement. For NH
and methyl side-chain, the global errors in 1H-Γ2 PRE rates were determined to be ± 14 s-1 and ± 3.7
s-1 respectively. Only residues outside the error line are labeled in all plots for clarity. (g), (h) & (i) PRE
differences mapped on the structures of EcoRV-DNA complex. Red spheres/sticks indicate decrease in
PRE rate, green spheres/sticks indicate increase in PRE rate and dark gray spheres indicate no change in
PRE rate within the global error. Nitroxides are labeled in cyan (nometal) and magenta (Lu3+). (g) Dif-
ferences in experimental PRE rates due to Lu3+ binding [nometal - Lu3+]. (h) & (i) Differences between
back-calculated and experimental PREs for nometal and with Lu3+ complexes respectively [calculated -
experimental].
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4.4.3 Spin-label at K197C and S234C

The amide and methyl side-chain 1H-Γ2 PRE correlation plots with and without Lu3+ for

spin-label at K197C and S234C sites are shown in Figure 4.8 on page 77 and Figure 4.9 on

page 78. Metal-induced changes are observed in both amide and methyl side-chain 1H-Γ2

PRE rates (panels a & d). However, the PRE analysis of these sites is confounding and

inconclusive at present. K197C may be sampling different positions in ± Lu3+ complexes

as it is part of a small helix (196-201) and is flanked by large loop regions (177-195 and

202-209) on both sides. Furthermore, PRE rates of A194 & H195 (neighboring K197),

as calculated from S2C site, suggests that K197 is more dynamic in the nometal complex

compared to the complex with Lu3+, implying that the space sampled by the spin-label at

this site is different in the complexes with and without Lu3+.

In the case of S234C, it is unclear if the agreement between back-calculated and exper-

imental PREs is significantly different ± Lu3+ (Figure 4.9 on page 78). S234C is part of

the C-terminal region that shows changes in PREs, as probed from S2C site, and therefore

also may be occupying a different positions in solution compared to crystal structures and

± Lu3+. Consequently, the changes in PRE rates due to metal-ion binding that we see or do

not see from K197C and S234C sites may be a result of the changes in the spin-label posi-

tions. In order to verify the changes in PRE rates reported by these sites and compare with

PREs back-calculated from crystal structures, it is important to assess their flexibility and

accurately determine their positions in the nometal and Lu3+ complexes. RDC experiments

(discussed in the next chapter) will be crucial in this regard as the bond vector restraints from

RDCs will help us better model the conformational flexibility of the spin-label at K197C and

S234C sites.
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Figure 4.8: PRE correlation plots for spin-label at K197C. (a) & (d) Effect of Lu3+ binding on the
observed 1H-Γ2 PRE rates for amide and methyl side-chain protons respectively. (b) & (e) Correla-
tion between observed and back-calculated 1H-Γ2 PRE rates for amide and methy-sidechain protons
respectively of EcoRV-DNA complex (PDB ID 1B95). (c) & (f) Correlation between observed and back-
calculated 1H-Γ2 PRE rates for amide and methy-sidechain protons respectively of EcoRV-DNA-Lu3+

complex (PDB ID 5F8A). Blue dotted line indicates the global error in PRE rate measurement. For NH
and methyl side-chain, the global errors in 1H-Γ2 PRE rates were determined to be ± 14 s-1 and ± 3.7
s-1 respectively. Only residues outside the error line are labeled in all plots for clarity. (g), (h) & (i) PRE
differences mapped on the structures of EcoRV-DNA complex. Red spheres/sticks indicate decrease in
PRE rate, green spheres/sticks indicate increase in PRE rate and dark gray spheres indicate no change in
PRE rate within the global error. Nitroxides are labeled in cyan (nometal) and magenta (Lu3+). (g) Dif-
ferences in experimental PRE rates due to Lu3+ binding [nometal - Lu3+]. (h) & (i) Differences between
back-calculated and experimental PREs for nometal and with Lu3+ complexes respectively [calculated -
experimental].
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Figure 4.9: PRE correlation plots for spin-label at S234C. (a) & (d) Effect of Lu3+ binding on the
observed 1H-Γ2 PRE rates for amide and methyl side-chain protons respectively. (b) & (e) Correla-
tion between observed and back-calculated 1H-Γ2 PRE rates for amide and methy-sidechain protons
respectively of EcoRV-DNA complex (PDB ID 1B95). (c) & (f) Correlation between observed and back-
calculated 1H-Γ2 PRE rates for amide and methy-sidechain protons respectively of EcoRV-DNA-Lu3+

complex (PDB ID 5F8A). Blue dotted line indicates the global error in PRE rate measurement. For NH
and methyl side-chain, the global errors in 1H-Γ2 PRE rates were determined to be ± 14 s-1 and ± 3.7
s-1 respectively. Only residues outside the error line are labeled in all plots for clarity. (g), (h) & (i) PRE
differences mapped on the structures of EcoRV-DNA complex. Red spheres/sticks indicate decrease in
PRE rate, green spheres/sticks indicate increase in PRE rate and dark gray spheres indicate no change in
PRE rate within the global error. Nitroxides are labeled in cyan (nometal) and magenta (Lu3+). (g) Dif-
ferences in experimental PRE rates due to Lu3+ binding [nometal - Lu3+]. (h) & (i) Differences between
back-calculated and experimental PREs for nometal and with Lu3+ complexes respectively [calculated -
experimental].
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4.5 Discussion

Analysis of S2C PRE data suggests there are differences between the structure of the nometal

complex in solution and the crystal structures. Specifically, the C-terminal region of EcoRV

appears to be more flexible in solution in the nometal complex but becomes rigid upon

metal-ion binding. However, the current PRE analysis has a few limitations. First, K197C

and S234C data analysis is confounding due to flexibility of these sites and additional ex-

periments such as RDCs will have to be performed to assess their flexibility. Second, we

have not tested the data quality of each complex (nometal and Lu3+) with regards to the

diamagnetic rates, which should be similar (within error) for all three sites for each residue

that is included in the PRE analysis. Third, whether the differences between Q-factors of

nometal and Lu3+ complexes are significant has not been evaluated. In order to address

these limitations, diamagnetic relaxation rates for each residue currently included in the

PRE analysis will be compared for all three sites. Residues showing significant changes

in diamagnetic relaxation rates within a data set will be removed and the PRE data will be

reanalyzed. Also, to test if the differences in Q-factors are significant or not, errors will be

propagated by generating random data sets using experimental errors.



Chapter 5

Summary, Conclusions and Future

Directions

5.1 Summary and Conclusions

In this dissertation, we show that lanthanide ions (Ln3+) are excellent candidates for study-

ing protein-nucleic acid interactions involving metal ions. Specifically, we show that Lu3+

inhibits Mg2+ dependent activity, binds with the same stochiometry and occupies a site sim-

ilar to Mg2+. Also, we demonstrate that anomalous scattering of lanthanides can be used

to unambiguously locate metal-binding sites by X-ray crystallography. Additionally, we

have assigned 120/170 observable mainchain amide NMR resonances and 45/50 Ile, Leu

and Val side-chain methyl resonances. Although not complete, these assignments provide a

good overall coverage of the EcoRV-DNA complex, which is essential for dynamics studies.

Moreover, the side-chain methyls of Leu and Val were stereospecifically assigned for a high

resolution analysis of dynamic and/or structural changes. The assignments have laid the

foundation for all future analyses of EcoRV-DNA complex by solution NMR spectroscopy.

In order to survey the metal-induced changes in structure and/or dynamics of EcoRV-

DNA complex, we have used PRE with nitroxide spin-labels as the paramagnetic probes.
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PRE data from spin-label at site S2C, suggest that there are differences in structure and/or

dynamics between the nometal complex in solution and the crystal structure. Specificially,

the C-terminal domain of EcoRV moves closer to S2C site, which is located at the other end

of the protein. It is not clear at this time whether this represents a change in the structure

of the enzyme or is a result of increased motion of the carboxy-terminus. PRE analysis of

K197C and S234C sites is confounding at present, presumably because these sites are more

dynamic in solution and they sample different locations with and without Lu3+. Additional

experiments such as residual dipolar coupling (RDC) and PRE with rigid probes such as

dHis(Cu2+) will have to performed to assess the flexibility of these sites and accurately

model the space sampled by them.

5.2 Future Directions

5.2.1 Residual dipolar coupling (RDC) experiments

Compared to other NMR experiments, residual dipolar couplings or RDCs provide a more

global information about the geometry of a protein or protein complex. RDCs report on

orientations of the inter-nuclear vectors relative to the external magnetic field. In RDC ex-

periments, a protein or a protein complex is aligned weakly relative to the external magnetic

field. The weak alignment as opposed to the isotropic Brownian motion in solution, provides

an anisotropic condition such that the magnetic dipole-dipole interactions no longer average

to zero. This results in an observable dipolar coupling, which can be measured as splitting

in the NMR spectrum. RDCs can be used to probe both structure and dynamics of a macro-

molecule. A good agreement between the experimental and back-calculated RDCs (from

crystal structures) signifies there are no major structural changes in solution. However, in

the case they do not agree, an ensemble calculation of conformational states (Clore and
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Schwieters, 2004) and various motional models can be used to account for the structural

and/or dynamic differences in solution (Bouvignies et al., 2005). RDC experiments with

multiple alignment media can help deconvolute a structural change from dynamics (Chen

and Tjandra, 2012). Identical values of inter-nuclear vector orientations from multiple data

sets imply that the particular vector is rigid. On the other hand if the values are different, it

entails the inter-nuclear vector is dynamic.

For RDC studies of EcoRV-DNA complex, a detergent compatible alignment media will

be used because our NMR samples contain 0.1% CHAPS, which is included in the NMR

buffer to get a well dispersed spectrum for the amide resonances. The few detergent compat-

ible alignment media available are stretched or compressed polyacrylamide gels, pinacyanol

acetate or the more expensive DNA nanotubes and cellulose nanocrystals (Thiagarajan-

Rosenkranz et al., 2015). Initially, RDC data will be acquired for backbone N-H bond

vectors in EcoRV-DNA complex with and without Lu3+ using one of the above alignment

media and will be compared to the RDCs predicted from the respective crystal structures.

If they agree, we can discount any structural changes in solution and the changes observed

in the PRE experiments can be attributed to collective domain motions. However, if the ex-

perimental and predicted RDCs do not agree, structural changes in solution may be present

and a combination of ensemble calculation and various motional models will have to be

employed to characterize them.

5.2.2 Inter-subunit distances and PRE with d(His) Cu2+- IDA

The conformational flexibility of the nitroxide spin-label presents a challenge in reliable

measurements of PRE rates or electron spin resonance (ESR) distances. In an effort to

address this issue, Saxena and co-workers recently demonstrated the use of double-histidine

(dHis) Cu2+-binding motif as a rigid spin label in ESR distance measurements (Cunningham
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et al., 2015). Two His sites are engineered at strategic positions such that their side-chains

chelate a single Cu2+ ion. In addition, to prevent non-specific binding of Cu2+ in proteins

with metal active-sites, Cu2+ is first complexed with iminodiacetate or IDA. To complement

and verify the PRE data with nitroxide spin-label at S2C and S234C, d(His)-Cu2+ IDA

will be used as the paramagnetic probe at the same sites in EcoRV-DNA complex. For the

diamagnetic samples, d(His)-Zn2+ IDA will be used. Moreover, the d(His)-Cu2+ IDA probe

will be used to measure inter-subunit distances in EcoRV-DNA ±Lu3+ complex using ESR

spectroscopy.

5.2.3 Spin-labeling the DNA, PRE with paramagnetic lanthanides and

DNA dynamics

To expand our PRE coverage and report on EcoRV regions near the DNA binding interface,

the DNA will be spin-labeled. DNA with phosphorothioate modification at the site selected

for labeling will be reacted with 3-Iodomethyl-(1-oxy-2,2,5,5-tetramethylpyrroline) as de-

scribed by Scholes and co-workers (Sun et al., 2012). In addition to metal-ion binding, the

sequence of DNA triplet flanking the recognition sequence modulates EcoRV-DNA affin-

ity (unpublished, Jen-Jacobson lab). Therefore, to study the effect of varying the flanking

context in an EcoRV-DNA-metal complex, paramagnetic lanthanides will be used as PRE

probes in addition to d(His)-Cu2+and spin-labeled DNA. Lanthanide ions are chemically

similar, which makes it feasible to use multiple Ln3+ ions with very different paramagnetic

properties in the same system.

Additionally, in order to study the metal-induced changes in dynamics from DNA’s per-

spective, DNA will be isotopically labeled in an unlabeled protein background. To the best

of our knowledge, there has been no studies on DNA dynamics in protein-DNA complexes

and hence our work will be quite novel. Conditions for large-scale production of isotopically
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labeled DNA have been worked out. We employed the PCR based ESRA (endonuclease-

sensitive repeat amplification) approach pioneered by Gronenborn and co-workers (Louis

et al., 1998). In ESRA, the template is self-primed which results in an exponential growth

in DNA length carrying tandem repeats of the target sequence. Following PCR, the prod-

uct is subjected to endonuclease cleavage to obtain the target sequence. Finally, the de-

sired sequence is purified from a mix of dNTPs and uncleaved DNA using ion-exchange

chromatography. Isotopically labeled dNTPs will be obtained from Silantes. Experimental

details for large-scale production of isotopically labeled DNA are given in the Appendix.



Chapter 6

Materials and Methods

6.1 Expression of wild type and mutant EcoRV endonucle-

ases

The codon-optimized synthetic gene encoding wild type EcoRV was obtained from DNA

2.0 (Welch et al., 2009). Mutations were generated using a site-directed mutagenesis pro-

tocol (QuickChange, Agilent Technologies) and were verified by complete double-strand

sequencing of the gene (GENEWIZ, Inc). Wild type and mutant proteins were expressed

from the pET22b(+) vector in C3013 T7 Express lysY/Iq E. coli cells (New England Bio-

labs), pre-transformed with the pmetB plasmid to constitutively express EcoRV methylase

(Bougueleret et al., 1985). The cells, in PG media (Studier, 2005) containing 100 mg/L

ampicillin and 50 mg/L kanamycin, were grown at 30°C to an A600 of 1.2-1.4, incubated

at 42°C for 1 hr and induced with 1 mM isopropyl-ß-D-thiogalactoside (IPTG) at -80°C.

Isotopically labeled samples were prepared by growing the cells in 100 % D2O media with

(15NH4)2SO4 as the sole source of nitrogen and 13C deuterated glucose-D7 (3 g/L) as the

carbon source. ILV methyls were 13C labeled by addition of the appropriate ketoacid precur-

sors (Tugarinov and Kay, 2003) to the medium 1.5 hours prior to induction with IPTG for
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18 hours. Isotopically labeled compounds were purchased from either Cambridge Isotopes

or Sigma Aldrich.

6.2 Protein purification

Cell pellets were resuspended in lysis buffer (20 mM potassium phosphate, pH 8.0, 0.5%

Triton X-100 and 10 mM EDTA), stirred on ice with a pinch of lysozyme and lysed by

sonication. The lysate was centrifuged at 30,000 rpm for 40 minutes at 4°C. The supernatant

was passed over a Q Sepharose (GE Healthcare) column and washed with buffer A (20 mM

potassium phosphate, pH 8.0 and 10 mM EDTA). The flow-through containing EcoRV was

passed over a SP C-50 column (Sigma Aldrich) and washed with buffer B (20mM potassium

phosphate, pH 7.0, 100 mM NaCl and 10 mM EDTA). The protein was eluted using a salt

gradient [buffer B, 0.1 → 1.5 M NaCl], concentrated and passed through a gel filtration

column (Sephadex G-50; 20 mM MES, pH 6.5, 600 mM NaCl, 0.1% CHAPS and 1 mM

EDTA). Typically, the yield was 100 mg protein from 1 L of bacterial culture, a 20 fold

higher yield than using the non-optimized wild-type coding sequence (Bougueleret et al.,

1985).

6.3 Oligodeoxynucleotide substrates

Purified single-stranded oligodeoxynucleotides were purchased from IDT (Integrated DNA

Technologies) and resuspended in annealing buffer (10 mM HEPES, pH 7.5; 200 mM NaCl,

0.1 mM DTT) to a final concentration of 3 mM. DNA duplexes were formed by mixing

equimolar amounts of single stranded species and annealing by incubating the oligodeoxynu-

cleotides at 95°C for 5 min and slow cooling in a styrofoam box overnight. The annealed
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duplex DNA was characterized using PAGE and UV spectroscopy and stored at -20°C. For

NMR samples, a 16 mer DNA substrate (5’-GCAAAGATATCTTTCG-3’) was used and the

corresponding oligodeoxynucleotides purchased from IDT were purified by standard de-

salting. In case of x-ray crystallography samples, an HPLC grade 12 mer DNA substrate

(5’-AAAGATATCTTT-3’) was used.

6.4 NMR sample preparation

Purified wild type and mutant EcoRV proteins were exchanged, unless indicated other-

wise, into NMR buffer (20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 200 mM NaCl, 100 µM EDTA and 0.1

% CHAPS). Metal-free EcoRV-DNA samples were prepared by stoichiometric (1 DNA:

EcoRV dimer) addition of cognate DNA (5’-GCAAAGATATCTTTCG-3’) to a concentrated

protein sample, followed by dialysis of the protein-DNA complex against NMR buffer. For

EcoRV-DNA-Lu3+ samples, the EDTA was removed from the concentrated protein by ex-

tensive dialysis, followed by the addition of 0.98 DNA equivalent per EcoRV dimer (slightly

less than 1 DNA equivalent is added to minimize the amount of free DNA that can inter-

act with Ln3+). Sufficient Lu3+ was then added to saturate the metal binding sites at 23°C.

Excess free Lu3+ was carefully limited to prevent slow precipitation of Lu3+-DNA com-

plexes. The concentration (EcoRV monomer) of samples were between 0.2 and 0.4 mM for

all methyl assignment and PRE experiments.

6.4.1 Paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE) samples

The single Cys residue (C21) in EcoRV was mutated to Thr and six single Cys mutations

(S2C, S81C, K85C, K197C, S208C and S234C) were generated in the C21T background
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using the Quickchange site-directed mutagenesis protocol. The cells were grown and ex-

pressed as described above. The protein was purified as described above, with 3mM DTT

added to all the buffers. Prior to spin-labeling, DTT was removed by gel-filtration (G-25

Sephadex; 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.6, 200 mM NaCl and 1 mM EDTA ). MTSL (1-oxyl-

2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-d-3-pyrroline-3-methyl-methanethiosulfonate, Toronto Research Chem-

icals) or MTS (1-acetyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-d-3-pyrroline-3-methyl-methanethiosulfonate,

Santa Cruz Biotechnology) were used to generate the corresponding paramagnetic and dia-

magnetic samples of each mutant protein (Iwahara et al., 2004b; Volkov et al., 2006). Label-

ing was performed at a protein concentration of 0.2 mM (dimer) by first incubating the en-

zyme with 2 mM MTSL (or MTS) for 30 min at 4°C and then increasing the concentration of

the labeling agent to 4 mM, followed by incubation for an additional 16 hours at 23°C. After

completion of the reaction, the excess label was removed by gel filtration (Sephadex G-25;

20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 200 mM NaCl, 100 µM EDTA and 0.1 % CHAPS). The labeled

protein samples retained their ability to cut plasmid DNA at the cognate site (GATATC).

Ellman’s reagent (Riddles et al., 1983) was used to test the labeling efficiency. First, a

linear standard curve was generated using various amounts of cysteine hydrochloride mono-

hydrate. Then, as a control the protein concentration of unlabeled protein sample was es-

timated from the free sulfhydryl concentration (in the range 0.1-1.0 mM) by fitting to the

standard curve. This value was compared to the value obtained from UV absorbance (Abs

280 nm) and the two agreed. Next, the samples labeled with nitroxide were quantified

for free sulfhydryl groups. There was practically no change observed in the absorbance

(412 nm) of these samples suggesting no free sulfhydryls are available for reaction and the

labeling is > 99% efficient. In addition, if the labeling was less than 99% efficient, the

paramagnetic spectra should show many peaks relaxing slower than that expected from the

crystal structures, which was not observed.
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6.5 NMR spectroscopy

6.5.1 Methyl assignments

Ile, Leu and Val methyl side-chain assignments were obtained by a combination of corre-

lation spectroscopy, site-directed mutagenesis, 4D methyl-methyl NOE and paramagnetic

relaxation enhancement (PRE) experiments. Correlations between the methyl resonances

and the Cα , Cβ and Cγ resonances were obtained using high sensitivity versions of the

HMCM[CG]CBCA experiment (Tugarinov and Kay, 2003), as described previously (Sinha

et al., 2013). Due to a number of missing mainchain amide assignments, it was necessary

to supplement these assignments by site-directed mutagenesis, 4D methyl-methyl NOE and

PRE measurements. Single-site mutations were generated for the following residues: 8,

23, 30, 43, 51, 52, 55, 62, 87, 89, 103, 129, 133, 153, 176, 189 (Ile→Val), 63, 122, 141,

137, 168, 175, 200 (Val→Ala), 148, 156, 170, 180, 213, 225 (Leu→Val). NMR data were

acquired at 35°C on Bruker spectrometer operating at 600 MHz (1H) equipped with triple

resonance cryoprobes and the methyl-HMQC pulse sequence used is given in the Appendix.

The 1H-13C methyl spectra of the mutant proteins which showed a single missing resonance

(Ile mutants) or a pair of missing resonances (Val or Leu mutants) with minor movement of

the remaining ILV peaks were used for assignment purposes.

The wealth of structural information from crystallographic data (>30 EcoRV structures

deposited in the PDB) enabled the use of 4D NOE and PRE (Venditti et al., 2011) to gen-

erate data to assign additional ILV methyl peaks and confirm the peaks already assigned.

The 4D HMQC-NOE-HMQC methyl NOE pulse program was obtained from Dr. Mar-

ius Clore. Two differently labeled ILV 13C-methyl labeled samples were produced for the

4D NOE experiments One sample was produced using 4- [13C]-α-ketobutyric acid (2-KB)

and dimethyl-[13C2]-α-ketoisovaleric acid as the precursors for ILV labeling (Tugarinov

and Kay, 2003). The use of dimethyl-[13C2]-α-ketoisovaleric acid results in all LV methyl
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groups being 13CH3-labeled, thus giving a strong intra-residue NOE peak in the 4D NOE

spectrum. This enabled us to identify the methyl pairs for LV residues. The second sam-

ple was produced by adding 2-KB and 3-methyl-[13C]-3,4,4,4 [2H4]--ketoisovaleric acid

(Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Inc.) as precursors. This resulted in LV side chains with

-13CH3 and -12CD3 methyl groups. The NOE spectrum of this sample lacked the intra-

residue peak and permitted detection of NOEs over longer distances, since the signal de-

cays more slowly with fewer vicinal protons. To label specifically the proS methyl groups

of Leu(δ2-CH3) and Val (γ2-CH3) with 13C, we expressed the protein in the presence of 2-

[13CH3]-methyl-4-[2H3]-acetolactate (purchased from NMR-Bio) as described (Gans et al.,

2010). The resulting methyl spectra were used to identify the proS methyl peaks. Peaks that

were not labeled using this protocol were identified as proR.

6.5.2 PRE experiments

Spectra of the paramagnetic and diamagnetic protein-DNA complexes (with and without

Lu3+) were acquired at 35°C on a 700 MHz Bruker spectrometer, with at least 64 accumu-

lated scans per free induction decay (FID). Transverse relaxation rates (1H-Γ2) for the 15N

amide and 13C-attached methyl protons were measured using interleaved versions of the

pulse sequence reported by Iwahara et al. (Iwahara et al., 2004b, 2007). Time delays used

for methyl PRE experiments were - S2C and K197C, T = 0, 4, 8, 12, 16 and 20 ms; S234C,

T = 0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, and 21 ms. Time delays used for all PRE amide experiments

were T = 0, 3, 6, 9 and 12 ms. NMRPipe (Delaglio et al., 1995) was used to process the

spectra and NMRView (Johnson and Blevins, 1994) was used for rate analysis. 1H-Γ2 was

obtained by fitting the peak intensities to a two-parameter single exponential function. The

experimental PREs were calculated as the difference in relaxation rates of the paramagnetic

and the corresponding diamagnetic samples. PREs from the crystal structure were back-
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calculated with XPLOR-NIH (Iwahara et al., 2004b), using a 3 conformer representation of

the attached nitroxide.

6.6 Crystal structures of EcoRV-DNA-Lu3+ complexes

6.6.1 Crystallization and data collection

The EcoRV-DNA-Lu3+ complex was generated by combining EcoRV (0.079 mM dimer)

with a 12mer DNA duplex (5’-AAAGATATCTTT-3’) (0.079 mM) in binding buffer (10

mM HEPES, 200 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA, 10% glycerol; pH 7.5), incubating

for one hour (22°C), followed by dialysis to remove EDTA, and addition of Lu3+ (0.45

mM). Crystals were obtained by mixing 3 µL of EcoRV-DNA-Lu3+ complex solution with

3 µL of reservoir solution (100 mM HEPES, 8% ethylene glycol, 4% PEG 8000, 10 %

glycerol; pH 7.5) in a sitting drop tray with 500 µL reservoir solution. To generate the

EcoRV–cleaved DNA–Lu3+ complex, EcoRV (0.165 mM dimer) was combined with a 12

mer DNA duplex (5’-AAAGATATCTTT-3’) (0.165 mM) in binding buffer without EDTA

but with trace amounts of catalytic cofactors Mg2+ and Mn2+ for 1 hour (22°C), followed

by addition of Lu3+ (0.79 mM). We verified complete DNA cleavage in solution, prior to

the addition of the inhibitor Lu3+ by replicating the incubation. Crystals of the cleaved

complex were obtained with a similar procedure except the PEG 8000 concentration was

8 %. In both cases, small crystals appeared within 2 weeks and grew to ~0.2 mm after

5 weeks. Diffraction data were acquired on frozen crystals (100K) using a Rigaku FR-E

generator with a Cu rotating anode. Data for the uncleaved complex were collected on a

Rigaku RAXIS HTC detector, whereas a Saturn 944 CCD detector was used for cleaved

complex.
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6.6.2 Structure determination, model building and refinement

Data reduction and model building utilized software provided in the CCP4 software pack-

age (Winn et al., 2011). Indexing and integration of the reflections were performed with

iMosflm (Battye et al., 2011). Scaling and truncation of data were performed using Scala

(Evans, 2006) and cTruncate (Zwart, 2005). Initial phases were determined by molecular

replacement using Phaser (McCoy et al., 2007); an EcoRV-DNA complex with 2 Ca2+ ions

(PDB ID 1B94) was used as the search model. Model building was performed using Coot

(Emsley and Cowtan, 2004) and structures were refined with REFMAC5 (Murshudov et al.,

2011). Maps were generated using FFT (Read and Schierbeek, 1988). The Lu3+ ions were

readily apparent in the initial map, showing strong density (>5σ ) at different locations from

those of the Ca2+ ions. To verify that the DNA was cleaved in the X-ray derived model

of the EcoRV–cleaved DNA–Lu3+, we calculated omit maps, using the initial molecular

replacement solution, but omitting the central TA bases in each strand. The resultant elec-

tron density was consistent with cleavage of the phosphodiester bond between these bases.

Anomalous difference maps were calculated to confirm Lu3+ binding. Structures were vali-

dated with Polygon (Urzhumtseva et al., 2009) and Rampage (Lovell et al., 2003).
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1. Production of isotopically labeled DNA substrate for

DNA dynamics
The template DNA used for PCR based ESRA approach (Louis et al., 1998):

CTGGCAAAGATATCTTTCGCAGCTGGCAAAGATATCTTTCGCAG

The sequence in bold letters is the PvuII site. PCR conditions were optimized and the

extension times were gradually increased as the DNA length increased to maximize the yield

(René et al., 2006). PCR product was digested with PvuII followed by ion exchange chro-

matography to obtain 22 mer with the target sequence (CTGGCCGTGATATCACGCGCAG).

Figure 1 on page 106, shows the PCR product after digestion with PvuII in lane B and the

purified 22 mer in lane A. The final yield was ~1 mg of 22 mer from 10 mL PCR reaction,

which is sufficient for a 0.2 mM (dimer) 400 µL EcoRV-DNA complex NMR sample.
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Figure 1: Production of isotopically labeled DNA. 20 % Native PAGE gel, EtBR stained. Lane B:
PCR product after digestion with PvuII. Lane A: Purified isotopically labeled DNA after ion exchange
chromatography following PvuII digestion.
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2. Methyl assignment
For all methyl spectra, 13C chemical shifts were referenced to TMS. In order to compare

them with chemical shifts referenced with DSS, 2.5 ppm needs to be added to the carbon

shifts.
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3. Backbone NH 1H-Transverse relaxation rate constants

and PRE rates
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4. Side-chain methyl 1H-Transverse relaxation rate con-

stants and PRE rates
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1. Pulse programs
Pulse programs of 1H-13C methyl HMQC used for methyl assignment by site-directed mu-

tagenesis and interleaved versions of pulse programs used for measuring 1H-Γ2 PRE rates

for backbone amides and methyl side-chains are given:

1. Mehtyl-HMQC
;file name - hmqcetgp.ks

;avance-version (02/07/15)

;HMQC

;2D H-1/X correlation via heteronuclear zero and double quantum

; coherence

;phase sensitive using Echo/Antiecho gradient selection

;with decoupling during acquisition

;using shaped pulses for inversion on f2 - channel

#include <Avance.incl>

#include <Grad.incl>

#include <Delay.incl>

#define LABEL_CN

"p2=p1*2"

"p4=p3*2"

"d0=3u"

"d2=1s/(cnst2*2)"

"d11=30m"

"DELTA1=d2-p16-8u"

# ifdef LABEL_CN

"DELTA=larger(p2,p22)+d0*2"

"DELTA2=p16+d16+d0+larger(p2,p22)/2+p4/2-p14/2-4u" ; -p4 replaces -p14

# else

"DELTA=p2+d0*2"

"DELTA2=p16+d16+d0+p2/2+p4/2-p14/2-4u" ; -p4 replaces -p14

# endif /*LABEL_CN*/

1 ze

2 d1 do:f2

3 p1 ph1

d2

DELTA2 pl2:f2

4u

(p4 ph5):f2 ;(p14:sp3 ph5:r):f2 ;(p4 ph5):f2

4u

DELTA2 UNBLKGRAD ;pl2:f2

(p3 ph3):f2

d0

# ifdef LABEL_CN

(center (p2 ph2) (p22 ph1):f3 )
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# else

(p2 ph2)

# endif /*LABEL_CN*/

d0

p16:gp1*EA

d16

(p4 ph4):f2

DELTA

p16:gp1*-1*EA

d16

(p3 ph4):f2

4u

p16:gp2

DELTA1 pl12:f2

4u BLKGRAD

go=2 ph31 cpd2:f2

d1 do:f2 mc #0 to 2

F1EA(igrad EA, id0 & ip3*2 & ip5*2 & ip31*2)

exit

ph1=0

ph2=0 0 2 2

ph3=0 2

ph4=0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2

ph5=0

ph31=0 2 0 2 2 0 2 0

;pl0 : 120dB

;pl1 : f1 channel - power level for pulse (default)

;pl2 : f2 channel - power level for pulse (default)

;pl3 : f3 channel - power level for pulse (default)

;pl12: f2 channel - power level for CPD/BB decoupling

;sp3: f2 channel - shaped pulse 180 degree

;p1 : f1 channel - 90 degree high power pulse

;p2 : f1 channel - 180 degree high power pulse

;p3 : f2 channel - 90 degree high power pulse

;p4 : f2 channel - 180 degree high power pulse

;p14: f2 channel - 180 degree shaped pulse for inversion

;p16: homospoil/gradient pulse [1 msec]

;p22: f3 channel - 180 degree high power pulse

;d0 : incremented delay (2D) [3 usec]

;d1 : relaxation delay; 1-5 * T1

;d2 : 1/(2J(XH))

;d11: delay for disk I/O [30 msec]

;d16: delay for homospoil/gradient recovery

;cnst2: = J(XH)

;in0: 1/(2 * SW(X)) = DW(X)

;nd0: 2

;NS: 2 * n

;DS: 16

;td1: number of experiments

;FnMODE: echo-antiecho

;cpd2: decoupling according to sequence defined by cpdprg2

;pcpd2: f2 channel - 90 degree pulse for decoupling sequence

;use gradient ratio: gp 1 : gp 2

; 80 : 40.2

;for z-only gradients:

;gpz1: 80%

;gpz2: 40.2%
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;use gradient files:

;gpnam1: SINE.100

;gpnam2: SINE.100

;preprocessor-flags-start

;LABEL_CN: for C-13 and N-15 labeled samples start experiment with

; option -DLABEL_CN (eda: ZGOPTNS)

;preprocessor-flags-end

;$Id: hmqcetgp,v 1.1.2.1 2002/07/16 12:59:33 ber Exp $
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2. 1H-Γ2 PRE for 13C-attached protons
;file name - pre_hmqc.gr

;sample should be in 100% D2O buffer, no water suppression

; For measurement of T2 of carbon attached protons using HMQC

; Quad detection by States-ttpi

;

; Modified by GR from original sequence by J. Iwahara

; JACS 126, 5879-5896

;

; Measured in an interleaved manner

; l8 : number of time points

; For l8=2/4 (two or four timepoints), you can split the spectra

; using the "splitinvnoe" /"splitinv_4" command

; this command will overwrite n & n+1 expt

; acquires Re*L8 and Im * L8

;

;

; in11 (interval of T-delays)*0.5

; Default set to 2m (see below)

;

; l1 = td1/2*l8

;

; programed by Junji Iwahara

; 6/13/03

;

#include <Avance.incl>

#include <Grad_sys.incl>

;#include <Grad.incl>

;#include <Delay.incl>

;

;CHANNEL DEFINITIONS

;H1 f1 o1p on water

; p1 90 H at pl1 on f1 (hard 90)

; pl1 power level for hard 90

; pl0 zero power

;

;C-ME f2 o2p 19 ppm (methyl region)

; p2 90 C at pl2 on F2 (hard 90)

; pl2 pwr level for 90 C

; pl12 power for carbon decoupling

; pcpd2 90 deg pulse length at pl12

; cpdprg2 GARP-1

;

;Define increment for proton relaxation:

"in11=2m"

"in12=in11"

;GRADIENT TIMES

; x y z

"gtime1=1000u" ;0 0 40 G/cm G_a purge C13

"gtime2=500u" ;25 0 50 G/m G-b proton/carbon 180

"grec=150u"

define delay taua ;1st HMQC Pol transfer

define delay taub ;2nd HMQC Pol transfer

#define INTERLEAVE

"d2=3.7m" ;=1/2J_CH

"taua=d2-gtime2-grec" ;Polarization transfer

"taub=d2-gtime2-grec-20u-400u" ;Polarization transfer

"d11=3u" ;1st relax period (T/2)
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;"d12=d11"

"d12=d11+0.6366*p1"

"l1 = td1/2*l8"

;for aliasing in 13C

;"d0=3u"

"d0=(in0*0.5)-2.0*(p2/3.14)-p1"

;pulse sequence.

30m BLKGRAD ;Allow locking

1 ze

2 60m do:f2

3 29m

4 30m

5 20u

6 20u do:f2 ;

20u pl1:f1 pl2:f2 ;

d1 ;

50u UNBLKGRAD ;Prevent lock perturbation

(p2 ph20):f2

gtime1 gron1 ;g_a kill steady-state 13C

grec groff

;Proton spin echo

(p1 ph20):f1 ; -> Hy

d11

(p1*2 ph20):f1

d12

;Begin HMQC

gtime2 gron2 ;pi clean

grec groff

taua

(p2 ph1):f2

d0

(p1*2 ph2):f1

d0

(p2 ph20):f2

gtime2 gron2 ;pi clean

grec groff

400u BLKGRAD ;allow locking

taub

20u pl12:f2 ;

go=2 ph31 cpds2:f2 ;Decouple

45m do:f2 wr #0 if #0 zd

#ifdef INTERLEAVE

3.5m id11

3.5m id12

lo to 3 times l8

#endif

3.5m rd11

3.5m rd12

15m ip1

lo to 4 times 2

15m id0

15m ip31*2 ; State-TPPI

lo to 5 times l1 ;

30m BLKGRAD ; allow locking

exit

ph1=0 2
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ph2=0 0 1 1 2 2 3 3

;--- Receiver Phase ---

ph31=0 2 2 0

;----Constant Phase ---

ph20=0

ph21=1

ph22=2

ph23=3
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3. 1H-Γ2 PRE for 15N-attached protons
;file name - trosypepwg.yzksgr

;This is a working sequence for 1H-T2(PRE)TROSY-HSQC

;Reference:

;JMR 136, 92-101 (1999) : pepwg

; Iwahara 2007 JMR : PRE

;trosy pep expt Fig. 1b <--- Different from the previous seq by Yiping(1a)

;phases work for Brukers and axial peak is removed via STATES-TPPI

;uses the 3-9-19 watergate

;2D 15N TROSY HSQC for 15N labeled protein

;first coded by Yiping on 6/25/03

;converted to single FID collection by GR July 2013

;THIS IS AN INTERLEAVED VERSION:

; delays :d8, d8+(in4*4), d8+(in4*4*2), d8+(in4*4*3) , ....

; FOR L8=2, use "split2"

; L8=4, USE "split4"

#include <Avance.incl>

#include <Grad_sys.incl>

#define INTERLEAVE

;CHANNEL DEFINITIONS

; 600a

;H f1 o1p 4.697ppm proton observe frequency

; p1 10.26u 90 H at pl1 on f1

; pl1 -3dB H pwr

;N f2 o2p 116 ppm nitrogen observe frequency

; p2 37u 90 N at pl2 on f2

; pl2 -3dB pwr for N 90

;

;Set nd0 = 2

;

;TIME DOMAIN INFORMATION

;t1-Nitrogen evolution

; d0 = initial delay

; in0 = dwell time

; nd0 = 2

; l0 = number of complex points

define delay grec1

"grec1=90u"

"d0 = 0.5*in0 - (p2*0.6366 + p1*0.6366 +2*grec1)*0.5" ;

;"d0 = 0.5*in0 - p2*0.6366 - p1*0.6366"

"l0=td1/2"

;GRADIENTS

; gpx gpy gpz

"gtime1=400u" ;0 0 10

;"gtime2=320u" ;0 0 8

"gtime3=400u" ;0 0 10

"gtime4=400u" ;0 0 24

;"gtime5=320u" ;0 0 -8

"gtime6=300u" ;0 0 15

"gtime7=300u" ;0 0 10

"grec=150u"

"iset = 10u"

define delay tau1

define delay tau2

define delay tau3

"d8 = 2212u"
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"d4 = d8*0.25-gtime1-grec" ; d8 = initial delay T for PRE

"d5 = d8*0.25-gtime7-grec"

"d2 = 2.7m" ;1/(4JNH)

"d18 = 110u" ;watergate ref time

"d19 = d18 - p2"

"tau1 = d2 - gtime1 - grec - p1 * 0.6366 - p2"

"tau2 = d2 - gtime3 - grec - p1 * 0.6366 - p2"

"tau3 = d2 - gtime4 - grec - p1 * 2.385 - d18 * 5"

;"d21 = (p2 - p1) " ;pulse center delay

"in4=1.5m" ; total delay = d8+(in4*4)

"in5=in4"

"l1 = td1/(2*l8)"

"l20=0" ;TROSY SWITCH

;_____________________________________________________________

1 ze

2 90m

20 10m

iset

3 iset LOCKH_OFF

4 iset

d1 pl1:f1

iset pl2:f2

iset LOCKH_ON

(p2 ph20):f2 ; nitrogen purge

gtime6 gron6

grec groff

(p1 ph20):f1 ; first proton pulse

gtime1 gron1

grec groff

d4

(p2*2 ph20):f2 ; N180

gtime7 gron7

grec groff

d5

tau1

(p1*2 ph4):f1

gtime7 gron7

grec groff

d5

(p2*2 ph20):f2

d4

tau1

gtime1 gron1

grec groff

;______________ TROSY SWITCH_______

if "l20 %2 ==1"

{

(center (p1 ph23):f1 (p2 ph1):f2) ;ph1 = 3120

}

else

{

(center (p1 ph23):f1 (p2 ph11):f2) ;ph11= 1320

}

iset gron2

;grec groff

;(p2 ph1):f2

d0

grec1 groff

iset gron5

d0

grec1 groff

(p1 ph2):f1

gtime3 gron3

grec groff
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tau2

(center (p1*2 ph20):f1 (p2*2 ph20):f2)

tau2

gtime3 gron3

grec groff

(p1 ph20):f1 (p2 ph5):f2

gtime4 gron4

grec groff

tau3

(p1*0.231 ph23):f1

d18*2

(p1*0.692 ph23):f1

d18*2

(p1*1.462 ph23):f1

d19

(p2*2 ph20):f2

d19

(p1*1.462 ph21):f1

d18*2

(p1*0.692 ph21):f1

d18*2

(p1*0.231 ph21):f1

tau3

gtime4 gron4

grec groff

(p2 ph3):f2

go=2 ph31

75m wr #0 if #0 zd

iset iu20 ;TROSY switch

iset ip2*2

iset ip3*2

lo to 4 times 2

#ifdef INTERLEAVE

7m id4

8m id5

lo to 20 times l8

#endif

7m rd4

8m rd5

iset id0

iset ip1*2 ;States-TTPI

iset ip11*2 ;States-TTPI

iset ip31*2

lo to 3 times l1

iset LOCKH_OFF

exit

ph1 = 3 1 2 0 ;N TROSY switch

ph11= 1 3 2 0 ;N TROSY switch

ph3 = 0 ;N

ph13= 2 ;N

ph5 = 3 ;N

ph2 = 3 ;H

ph12= 1 ;H

ph4 = 3 ;H

ph31= 2 0 3 1 ;R

;Constant Phases

ph20 = 0

ph21 = 1

ph22 = 2

ph23 = 3
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2. Scripts for refining nitroxide position and back-calculating

PREs
Scripts for back-calculating PREs using XPLOR-NIH were obtained from Dr. Marius Clore

(http://spin.niddk.nih.gov/clore/Software/software.html). Scripts used for refining the ni-

troxide position and back-calculating PREs from S2C site are listed here:

1. Adding nitroxide group to the site of labeling in the PDB. Input file: pdb file
“*_start.pdb” where the residue type for the site of labeling is changed to “CYSP” for
each atom. Command: “xplor -py buildtag.py”
#buildtag.py

from pdbTool import *

import protocol

import regularize

protocol.loadPDB('s2c_1B95_start.pdb')

notKnown=AtomSel("not known")

toFix=AtomSel("resn CYSP")

try:

regularize.addUnknownAtoms_fast(verbose=1,maxFixupIters=50)

except protocol.CovalentViolation:

pass

try:

regularize.fixupCovalentGeom(sel=toFix,useVDW=1,verbose=1)

except protocol.CovalentViolation:

pass

xplor.command("write psf output=s2c_1B95_tagged.psf end")

PDBTool("s2c_1B95_tagged.pdb").write()
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2. Generating a 3 conformer representation of the nitroxide group. Input file: pdb
file “*_tagged.pdb” that is generated after running the buildtag.py script. Command:
“xplor make3conf.inp”
#make3conf.inp

structure @s2c_1B95_tagged.psf

end

set echo=on message=on end

coor @s2c_1B95_tagged.pdb

vector do (segid "ZP00") (resn CYSP)

for $an in (1 2) loop alts

evaluate ($al = "ZP0" + encode($an))

duplicate

segid = $al

select = ( segid ZP00 )

end

end loop alts

write psf output=s2c_1B95_ready.psf end

write coor output=s2c_1B95_ready.pdb end

stop
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3. Fitting nitroxide positions to PRE data. Input file: “s2c_refine.tbl”. Command:
“xplor -py fit.py > fit.out”. Output: in ./fit/ folder .pdb and .viols files will be gener-
ated.
#fit.py

import protocol

protocol.initStruct('s2c_1B95_ready_3conf.psf')

protocol.initParams('protein')

protocol.initCoords('s2c_1B95_ready_3conf.pdb')

outFilename = "./step1/fit/SCRIPT_STRUCTURE.pdb" # ouput directory

numberOfStructures=10

startingStructure=0

from xplorPot import XplorPot

#can use this for analyzing terms

from simulationTools import *

#print analyze(XplorPot('IMPR'))

from avePot import AvePot

from potList import PotList

potList = PotList()

from simulationTools import MultRamp, StaticRamp, InitialParams

rampedParams=[]

highTempParams=[]

protocol.initNBond()

# Uncomment these to use RAMA potential

#protocol.initRamaDatabase('protein')

#potList.append( AvePot(XplorPot,"RAMA") )

# PRE restraints

from prePotTools import create_PREPot

# Setup of backbone 1H PRE restraints

pre = create_PREPot("PRE","s2c_refine.tbl","normal") #input file

def runSBmode():

print 'configuring SB mode'

from prePotTools import setupSBmode

setupSBmode(pre)

pre.setTcType("fix")

pre.setEquType("sb")

pre.setTauC(32.0)

pre.setRlxType("r2dd")

pre.setSqn( 0.5 )

pre.setGfac( 2 )

pre.setFreqI( 700.133 )

#pre.setFunType("square")

pre.setSclType("const")

pre.calcEnergy()

pass

return

def runSBMFmode():

print 'configuring SBMF mode'

from prePotTools import setupSBMFmode
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setupSBMFmode(pre)

pre.setTcType("fix")

pre.setTiType("fix")

pre.setTtType("fix")

pre.setEquType("sbmf")

pre.setSbmfType("taut")

pre.setTauC(32.0)

pre.setTauT(0.000)

pre.setTauI(0.000)

pre.setRlxType("r2dd")

pre.setSqn( 0.5 )

pre.setGfac( 2 )

pre.setFreqI( 700.133 )

#pre.setFunType("square")

pre.setSclType("const")

pre.calcEnergy()

pass

return

potList.append(pre)

rampedParams.append( MultRamp(0.01,1, "pre.setScale( VALUE )") )

rampedParams.append( StaticRamp("runSBMFmode()") )

#highTempParams.append( StaticRamp("runSBmode()") )

potList.append( AvePot(XplorPot,"VDW") )

rampedParams.append( StaticRamp("protocol.initNBond()") )

rampedParams.append( MultRamp(0.9,0.8,

"xplor.command('param nbonds repel VALUE end end')") )

rampedParams.append( MultRamp(.004,4,

"xplor.command('param nbonds rcon VALUE end end')") )

# nonbonded interaction only between CA atoms

highTempParams.append( StaticRamp("""protocol.initNBond(cutnb=100,

rcon=0.004,

tolerance=45,

repel=1.2,

onlyCA=1)""") )

potList.append( AvePot(XplorPot,"BOND") )

potList.append( AvePot(XplorPot,"ANGL") )

potList['ANGL'].setThreshold( 5 )

rampedParams.append( MultRamp(0.4,1,"potList['ANGL'].setScale(VALUE)") )

potList.append( AvePot(XplorPot,"IMPR") )

potList['IMPR'].setThreshold( 5 )

rampedParams.append( MultRamp(0.1,1,"potList['IMPR'].setScale(VALUE)") )

# Uncomment to use RAMA potential

#rampedParams.append( MultRamp(0.01,1,"potList['RAMA'].setScale(VALUE)") )

#set mass and fric

from atomAction import SetProperty

protocol.massSetup()

# IVM setup

from ivm import IVM

dyn = IVM()

# initialize ivm topology for torsion-angle dynamics

dyn.fix(' (name N or name HN or name CA or name HA or name C or name O) or not (resn CYSP or resn ILE or resn LEU or resn VAL or resid 3:10 or resid 55 or resid 58 or resid 59)') # constraints - residues to fix or allow to move during refinement

protocol.torsionTopology(dyn)
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#interaction potential for residues that are allowed to move

def setConstraints():

xplor.command("""

constraints

! interaction (all) (all)

inter = (segid "A") (resn ILE or resn LEU or resn VAL or resid 3:10 or resid 55 or resid 58 or resid 59)

inter = (segid "A") (resn CYSP)

inter = (segid "ZP00") (segid "ZP00")

inter = (segid "ZP01") (segid "ZP01")

inter = (segid "ZP02") (segid "ZP02")

inter = (segid "ZP03") (segid "ZP03")

inter = (segid "ZP04") (segid "ZP04")

end

""")

return

rampedParams.append( StaticRamp("setConstraints()") )

highTempParams.append( StaticRamp("setConstraints()") )

# object which performs simulated annealing

#

from simulationTools import AnnealIVM

init_t = 3000. # Need high temp and slow annealing to converge

cool = AnnealIVM(initTemp =init_t,

finalTemp=25,

tempStep =12.5,

ivm=dyn,

rampedParams = rampedParams)

def calcOneStructure(loopInfo):

""" this function calculates a single structure, performs analysis on the

structure, and then writes out a pdb file, with remarks.

"""

#read in starting structure - for analysis

#prevFilename='refine_%d.pdb' % (loopInfo.structNum)

#protocol.initCoords(prevFilename)

#FinalParams( rampedParams )

#potList.calcEnergy()

# initialize parameters for high temp dynamics.

InitialParams( rampedParams )

# high-temp dynamics setup - only need to specify parameters which

# differfrom initial values in rampedParams

InitialParams( highTempParams )

# high temp dynamics

#

protocol.initDynamics(dyn,

potList=potList, # potential terms to use

bathTemp=init_t,

initVelocities=1,

finalTime=10, # stops at 10ps or 5000 steps

numSteps=5000, # whichever comes first

#numSteps=1, # for testing

printInterval=100)

dyn.setETolerance( init_t/100 ) #used to det. stepsize. default: t/1000

dyn.run()

# initialize parameters for cooling loop

InitialParams( rampedParams )

# initialize integrator for simulated annealing

#
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protocol.initDynamics(dyn,

potList=potList,

numSteps=2000, #at each temp: 100 steps or

finalTime=.2 , # .2ps, whichever is less

printInterval=100)

# perform simulated annealing

#

cool.run()

# final torsion angle minimization

#

protocol.initMinimize(dyn,

printInterval=50)

dyn.run()

#do analysis and write structure

enePre = pre.calcEnergy()

qPre = pre.Qfactor()

rPre = pre.rms()

tcPre = pre.tc() * 1.0e9

print pre.info()

print pre.showRestraints(0)

loopInfo.writeStructure(potList)

pass

from simulationTools import StructureLoop, FinalParams

StructureLoop(numStructures=numberOfStructures,

startStructure=startingStructure,

pdbTemplate=outFilename,

structLoopAction=calcOneStructure,

).run()
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!s2c_refine.tbl

! HN & CH3 1H-PRE

!

! [700.133MHz]

!

!S2C

#NH & CH3 - removed resi with PRE less than 5 (outside PRE range of nitroxide, 25A)

#format - assign (paramagnetic atom) (reporter atom) PRE error

#amide

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 63 and name HN) 26.9 4.4

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 102 and name HN) 15.8 3.5

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 163 and name HN) 8.3 8

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 177 and name HN) 32 10

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 180 and name HN) 7.0 5

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 181 and name HN) 16 4

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 184 and name HN) 12 7

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 193 and name HN) 6 2

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 194 and name HN) 25 10

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 195 and name HN) 7 4

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 199 and name HN) 23 8

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 202 and name HN) 41 12

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 204 and name HN) 18 6

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 208 and name HN) 8.0 4

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 210 and name HN) 42 6

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 211 and name HN) 45.3 5

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 217 and name HN) 25 10

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 219 and name HN) 7.8 4.1

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 220 and name HN) 6.0 4.9

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 221 and name HN) 0.3 3.7

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 225 and name HN) 28 6

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 226 and name HN) 22 5

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 229 and name HN) 11.1 8

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 230 and name HN) 14 5

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 231 and name HN) 12 14

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 232 and name HN) 12.2 9

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 242 and name HN) 17.0 6

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 243 and name HN) 19 5

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 245 and name HN) 11.5 1.8

#methyl

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 103 and name HD#) 7.6 2.7

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 189 and name HD#) 1.7 3.3

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 192 and name HD#) 10.5 2

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 240 and name HD#) 4.9 3

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 62 and name HD#) 14.4 2.1

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 107 and name HD1#) 6.8 2.8

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 107 and name HD2#) 9.9 2.4

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 180 and name HD2#) 5.9 1.7

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 213 and name HD1#) 9.1 2

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 137 and name HG2#) 3.8 1.1

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 166 and name HG2#) 5.4 1.6

assign (resid 2 and name NS1) (resid 200 and name HG2#) 13.5 1.4
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4. Calculating PREs for residues not included in the refinement. Input file: “s2c_zeros.tbl”
(format is same as s2c_refine.tbl). Command: “xplor -py fit.py > fit.out”. Output: in
./calc/ folder .pdb and .viols files will be generated.
#calc.py

import protocol

protocol.initStruct('s2c_1B95_ready_3conf.psf')

protocol.initParams('protein')

outFilename = "./step200/calc/calc_2_amide.pdb"

numberOfStructures=1

startingStructure=0

from xplorPot import XplorPot

#can use this for analyzing terms

from simulationTools import *

#print analyze(XplorPot('IMPR'))

from avePot import AvePot

from potList import PotList

potList = PotList()

from simulationTools import MultRamp, StaticRamp, InitialParams

rampedParams=[]

highTempParams=[]

protocol.initNBond()

# Uncomment these to use RAMA potential

#protocol.initRamaDatabase('protein')

#potList.append( AvePot(XplorPot,"RAMA") )

# PRE restraints

from prePotTools import create_PREPot

# Setup of backbone 1H PRE restraints

pre = create_PREPot("PRE","s2c_nometal_calc_amide_step200.tbl","normal")

def runSBmode():

print 'configuring SB mode'

from prePotTools import setupSBmode

setupSBmode(pre)

pre.setTcType("fix")

pre.setEquType("sb")

pre.setTauC(32.0)

pre.setRlxType("r2dd")

pre.setSqn( 0.5 )

pre.setGfac( 2 )

pre.setFreqI( 700.133 )

#pre.setFunType("square")

pre.setSclType("const")

pre.calcEnergy()

pass

return

def runSBMFmode():

print 'configuring SBMF mode'

from prePotTools import setupSBMFmode

setupSBMFmode(pre)
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pre.setTcType("fix")

pre.setTiType("fix")

pre.setTtType("fix")

pre.setEquType("sbmf")

pre.setSbmfType("taut")

pre.setTauC(32.0)

pre.setTauT(0.000)

pre.setTauI(0.000)

pre.setRlxType("r2dd")

pre.setSqn( 0.5 )

pre.setGfac( 2 )

pre.setFreqI( 700.133 )

#pre.setFunType("square")

pre.setSclType("const")

pre.calcEnergy()

pass

return

potList.append(pre)

rampedParams.append( MultRamp(0.01,1, "pre.setScale( VALUE )") )

rampedParams.append( StaticRamp("runSBMFmode()") )

#highTempParams.append( StaticRamp("runSBmode()") )

potList.append( AvePot(XplorPot,"VDW") )

rampedParams.append( StaticRamp("protocol.initNBond()") )

rampedParams.append( MultRamp(0.9,0.8,

"xplor.command('param nbonds repel VALUE end end')") )

rampedParams.append( MultRamp(.004,4,

"xplor.command('param nbonds rcon VALUE end end')") )

# nonbonded interaction only between CA atoms

highTempParams.append( StaticRamp("""protocol.initNBond(cutnb=100,

rcon=0.004,

tolerance=45,

repel=1.2,

onlyCA=1)""") )

potList.append( AvePot(XplorPot,"BOND") )

potList.append( AvePot(XplorPot,"ANGL") )

potList['ANGL'].setThreshold( 5 )

rampedParams.append( MultRamp(0.4,1,"potList['ANGL'].setScale(VALUE)") )

potList.append( AvePot(XplorPot,"IMPR") )

potList['IMPR'].setThreshold( 5 )

rampedParams.append( MultRamp(0.1,1,"potList['IMPR'].setScale(VALUE)") )

# Uncomment to use RAMA potential

#rampedParams.append( MultRamp(0.01,1,"potList['RAMA'].setScale(VALUE)") )

#set mass and fric

from atomAction import SetProperty

protocol.massSetup()

# IVM setup

from ivm import IVM

dyn = IVM()

# initialize ivm topology for torsion-angle dynamics

#dyn.fix(' (name N or name HN or name CA or name HA or name C or name O) or not (resn CYSP)' )

dyn.fix(' (name N or name HN or name CA or name HA or name C or name O) or not (resn CYSP or resn ILE or resn LEU or resn VAL or resid 3:10 or resid 55 or resid 58 or resid 59)')

protocol.torsionTopology(dyn)
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def setConstraints():

xplor.command("""

constraints

! interaction (all) (all)

inter = (segid " ") (segid "A")

inter = (segid "A") (resn ILE)

inter = (segid "A") (resn VAL)

inter = (segid "A") (resn LEU)

inter = (segid "A") (resn MET)

inter = (segid "ZP00") (segid "ZP00")

inter = (segid "ZP01") (segid "ZP01")

inter = (segid "ZP02") (segid "ZP02")

inter = (segid "ZP03") (segid "ZP03")

inter = (segid "ZP04") (segid "ZP04")

end

""")

return

rampedParams.append( StaticRamp("setConstraints()") )

highTempParams.append( StaticRamp("setConstraints()") )

# object which performs simulated annealing

#

from simulationTools import AnnealIVM

init_t = 3000. # Need high temp and slow annealing to converge

cool = AnnealIVM(initTemp =init_t,

finalTemp=25,

tempStep =12.5,

ivm=dyn,

rampedParams = rampedParams)

def calcOneStructure(loopInfo):

""" this function calculates a single structure, performs analysis on the

structure, and then writes out a pdb file, with remarks.

"""

#read in starting structure - for analysis

prevFilename='./step200/fit/fit_2.pdb' #% (loopInfo.structNum)

protocol.initCoords(prevFilename)

FinalParams( rampedParams )

potList.calcEnergy()

#do analysis and write structure

enePre = pre.calcEnergy()

qPre = pre.Qfactor()

rPre = pre.rms()

tcPre = pre.tc() * 1.0e9

print pre.info()

print pre.showRestraints(0)

loopInfo.writeStructure(potList)

pass

from simulationTools import StructureLoop, FinalParams

StructureLoop(numStructures=numberOfStructures,

startStructure=startingStructure,

pdbTemplate=outFilename,

structLoopAction=calcOneStructure,

).run()
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5. Grab parameters (Energy, Violations and Q-factors). Input files: ./fit/.pdb or
./calc/.pdb files generated from fit.py or calc.py. Command: “./Grab_par.awk > step1_par”
#Grab_par.awk

BEGIN{

fileroot = "./step1/fit/fit"

numfiles = 10

Qfactor = 0

Energy = 0

Viol = 0

for(i = 0; i < numfiles; i++){

filename[i]= fileroot"_"i".pdb"

printf "\n\n"

printf filename[i]

while(getline < filename[i] > 0){

if($2=="summary" && $3=="total"){

Energy = $4

printf " Energy:\t"

printf Energy

printf "\t"

Viol = $5

printf " Violations:\t"

printf Viol

printf "\t"

}

if($2=="PRE" && $3=="PRE"){

Qfactor = $5

printf " Qfac: "

printf Qfactor

printf "\t"

}

}close(filename[i])

}

}
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6. Grab PREs amide. Input files: ./fit/.pdb or ./calc/.pdb files generated from fit.py or
calc.py. Command: “./Grab_PRE_amide.awk > step1_pre_amide”
#Grab_PRE_amide.awk

BEGIN{

fileroot = "./step1/fit/fit"

numfiles = 10

AA = 0

Resid = 0

PRE = 0

for(i = 0; i < numfiles; i++){

filename[i]= fileroot"_"i".pdb.viols"

printf "\n\n"

printf filename[i]

printf "\n"

while(getline < filename[i] > 0){

if($3=="(ZP00" && $5=="CYSP"){

AA = $9

Resid = $8

}

if($2=="(ZP00" && $4=="CYSP"){

AA = $8

Resid = $7

}

if($1=="(ZP02" && $3=="CYSP"){

PRE = $6

print (AA,Resid "\t" PRE)

}

}close(filename[i])

}

}
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7. Grab PREs methyl. Input files: ./fit/.pdb or ./calc/.pdb files generated from fit.py or
calc.py. Command: “./Grab_PRE_methyl.awk > step1_pre_methyl”
#Grab_PRE_methyl.awk

BEGIN{

fileroot = "./step1/fit/fit"

numfiles = 10

AA = 0

Resid = 0

PRE = 0

for(i = 0; i < numfiles; i++){

filename[i]= fileroot"_"i".pdb.viols"

printf "\n\n"

printf filename[i]

printf "\n"

while(getline < filename[i] > 0){

if($1=="(ZP02" && $3=="CYSP"){

AA = $7

#printf " Energy:\t"

#printf AA

#printf "\t"

Resid = $6

#printf " Violations:\t"

#printf Resid

#printf "\t"

PRE = $10

#printf " Violations:\t"

print (AA,Resid "\t" PRE)

#printf "\t"

}

}close(filename[i])

}

}
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